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President Says
I had the pleasure of “just being a Party Member” for a change, on a trip to the Budawangs recently. It was very
pleasant walking with great views as well as wandering in and out of the Pagodas. So what has your committee
been up to in their „spare time”?
We are now adding a progressively updated “Short Notice Walks Program” doc to the Members area of the
web site: http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-walks-program.seo So that, in addition to the one
off changes announced via the Googles Group Messages, there is a central place to find all the changes
since the last quarterly Activities Program was issued
We are also investigating other ways of recording and making available information about routes for Walks
i.e. GPS Plots and appropriate SW
Some avid peruser‟s of the web site may have noticed that we have loaded a scanned copy of the Club‟s
History “The First 60 Years” on the “About Us” page at: http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pgabout-us-sydney-bushwalkers-sydney-bush-walkers-walking-club-sydney-bushwalking-bush-walking.seo. This
copy has Frank Rigby‟s wonderful graphics, but not the original photos. We do have the photos, and we are
experimenting with options and ways of keeping the file size to a manageable level. We will be emailing
this to all in due course, but the current doc is available to download at present. Our thanks to Patrick
James, George Mawer and Don Matthews for working hard to make this unique work accessible to all
You will note an item below on the limited level of Insurance cover that is available to the Club through
Confederation and BAI. We don‟t think that this is good enough in relation to the premiums & claims paid,
and we have written to Confederation seeking to have the cover upgraded
The previous foreshadowed amendments to the Constitution are going through the final review process, and
we are targeting a probable Special General Meeting on Wed 14 September (to coincide with the required
6 monthly General Meeting)
We are looking at some software options to potentially streamline the annual Membership renewal process,
and also the formulation of the Activities Program
The Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue Squad‟s (BWRS) annual Nav Shield Rogain is on the weekend of 2-3 July.
This is a great way to practice your navigation and to learn a bit about yourself under “pressure”:
http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=NavShield . If the 29hr event is not your “cup of tea”, there is also a 1 day
event (and the Committee is sponsoring active Leaders by paying the entire Registration Fee)
The dates for the 6 Foot Track and the K to K are coming up. For those who have never participated in
these events, they are an SBW historical “Rite of Passage” and a good way of energizing the hidden Tiger
within us all (and see some good scenery along the way....briefly....
As we are now well into Winter, the daylight hours for walking are limited (so please include a Torch in your Day
Packs!) – and as there are no snakes, one can stroll without a care through the long grass!
Regards,
Ian Wolfe
President of SBW

Editor‟s Note
Hello members,
Well the cold weather has certainly arrived. An exhilarating time to be out walking but don‟t forget the thermals!
We have another wonderful edtion of the newsletter this month. As always a sincere „thank you‟ to those who
contribute. Our members are always telling me how much they enjoy your articles.
Please send your article in as a word document.
Please send your photos in their original file format direct from the camera. (As attachments in your emails.) This
helps me to produce a better quality image. Feel free to to include a DOC file or a PDF (in addition to the plain
text) to illustrate the sort of layout you have in mind. I will try to duplicate your layout. See you soon.
Melinda Turner
editor@sbw.org.au

Please welcome the following new members
Lynette Preston
Brendon Anderson
Annick Boismenu
1.

From the Committee Room
A summary of proceedings from the Committee Meeting on 1 st June 2011
The meeting opened at 7pm with 11 Members present and 2 absent with apologies.
The Minutes for the May meeting were confirmed.
Correspondence:
 Confederation Insurance Officers 2010 Report
 Email from Barbara Bruce re newsletters
Treasurer’s Report:
The following invoices were approved for payment: Kathy Gero - $59.10, Snap Printing $1286.51, Annika
Boismenu $25 (overpaid $80 for Prospective Single.).Stephen Brading - $250 (reimbursement of remote first aid
course)
New Members:
The Committee welcomed the following full members to the club: Lynette Preston, Brendon Anderson, and Annick
Boismenu
General Business:
 The Committee approved and endorsed Rod Wales and Terry Moss as canyon leaders
 The Committee approved and endorsed Owen Kimberley as WW and O/E/T Leader consequent to him receiving
Sea Kayaking Instructor Certification
 The Committee endorsement the latest version of the Paddling Handbook
 A working bee is to be held at Coolana on 25th June
 Patrick James has completed scanning “The First 60 Years” and this will be distributed by email to Members and
placed on the web site
 Due to Committee Member commitments the July meeting has been rescheduled to Mon 4 th July.
Next meeting: Monday 4th July 2011
Helen MacDonald
Secretary
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Mt Solitary Walk /
April 10
Nigel Weaver

Wending our way through
bush towards the Knife Edge

Enjoying a spectacular drink
stop on the Knife Edge

This walk commences at the top of the Golden Stairs on
Narrow Neck peninsula, south of Katoomba. There are
many wonderful viewing points on this walk. You get
great views of Jamison Valley from a ledge as you
descend the Golden Stairs, as well as from the Knife
Edge, which is the narrow rocky ridge that leads up onto
Mt Solitary. Once you are on top, there is a magnificent
view of Cox‟s River Valley from the clifftops where we
have lunch. In the distance you can see Mt Cloudmaker,
Kanangra Walls, and the nearby Wild Dog Mountains.
What a fabulous place for lunch!
On this particular walk the day was cloudy, but there was
no rain in the morning. It started to sprinkle at lunch.
Later on the rain set in, and there was mist on nearby
hills. In these unpleasant conditions we decided to skip
the side trip up to the Ruined Castle, which is a real pity
because the views are spectacular from up there on a
fine day. Instead, we continued on the soggy leechridden track to the Golden Stairs, and back up to the
cars. In summary, the morning was good, but the
afternoon was ughh! These things are sent to try us. After
the walk some of us had a wake at the Blackburn Family
Hotel for sustenance before heading home!
Participants were:
Nigel Weaver
Emily Duffill
Rolf Marsden
Neil Cartwright
Chris Dowling
Renee Neely
Cvet Jankulovska
Emil Jankulovska
Pamela Irving
Philippa Smith
Tim Yewdall
Robert Bettis
Paul Barton

A steep section of the Knife Edge

Photos by Tim Yewdall

Cave on north side of mountain
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Easter 2011 in Kangaroo Valley
Ian Wolfe

Good Friday
Seven of us conducted a Day Walk from Browns Mt to Bugong Gap to end up at Coolana
From the road junction at Beaumont Saddle we drove up to the locked gate on the side road. We then followed the
Fire Trail through a mix of plateau woodland and swamp/heath to the Telecommunications Towers. A little bit of
scouting around resulted in us finding the foot track to Browns Mt in denser bush. About half way we emerged into
an expanse of open flat rock containing a number of aboriginal sharpening grooves. Thereafter, we walked to the
escarpment to appreciate the dramatic coastal views. All of the Nowra plain lay before us, and the horseshoe of
Jervis Bay was quite distinct. The serpentine line of the Shoalhaven River was clear to see, as was the coastal
ranges with the Budawangs on the horizon.
After strolling back to the cars we drove a short distance to the next junction and left the cars at sign indicating
private property, and we observed the request to not drive on their roads (the NPWS has secured access for Walkers
along the Fire Trail). We had a pleasant few kms flat walking through mountain plateau heath to debouch at Red
Rocks. This is a dramatic escarpment overlooking the entire Kangaroo Valley from the southern rim. This provided a
suitable opportunity for a pleasant Morning Tea break which was accompanied by the soaring of a Square Tailed
Kite.
Thereafter, we followed a series of Fire Trails through a range of vegetation types to get to a saddle. Then it was
into the bush to climb the ridge to the summit of Leebold Hill. A bit of ferreting around found a couple of tree
constrained view points on large boulders, at the edge of the mountain. As Leebold Hill is the highest in the area
we counted it as another “peak in the bag”.
Then it was down the hill for a bit before one of the ladies stood up under a dead branch and spiked her scalp (this
we due to her large brimmed hat slightly obscuring her vision). Initially, the bleeding down her forehead was fairly
spectacular, but this quickly abated with the application of a pressure pad. After a bit of cleaning of the 2 gashes,
and testing that there was no concussion, via examining her pupils and checking her vision, we folded a triangular
bandage to hold the pad in place. This had the effect of making her look like an extra out of “Porky & Bess”.
With walking sticks in hand, we then did a steepish descent to another Fire Trail before finding an open paddock on
a bench terrace for a lovely lunch in the ferns. After rechecking our patient was OK, we then followed the little
used Fire Trail down into a rainforest gully and across a gushing creek to climb back up onto the spine of the main
W/E ridgeline. We then followed the ridgeline through lush vegetation occasionally sneaking views from the cliff
line to the E. The Burrawangs were in fruit and their vivid red seedpods provided a startling contrast to the lush
greens.
A Power Line Pylon on the ridge gave clear views down to Coolana and up and down the line of the Kangaroo River
Valley as well as across to the N rim. A bit of rock scrambling down the ridge led us to emerge on the formed road
at Bugong Gap. Then we perambulated down the hill to walk into Coolana from the S at 4.30pm. After collecting
the cars, we set up camp down on the flats and joined the other Members in residence around the campfire. In all
some 15kms, and a good first day.
23 & 24 April
Kangaroo Valley – Mt Carrialoo to Yarrunga Crk to Griffins Farm to Wombat Hill to Lake Yarrunga to Beehive Pt to
Jacks Corner
Under glowering skies we walked steeply up the McPhails Fire Trail (FT) to the saddle (dodging the Mountain Bike
Riders coming the other way! Some of the Kids looked very apprehensive indeed! – as well they might, given the
steep grade and logs across the track – “Thanks Dad!”).
We dropped the packs to climb MT Carrialoo via the SE corner. The old log with spikes is now a forlorn relic and a
trusty rope has replaced it for the scramble up through the break in the cliffs. The first high point provided good
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Easter 2011 in Kangaroo Valley cont.
views to the South over Kangaroo Valley (the weather had cleared by then). We then wandered through the scrub,
following the arrow on the GPS.... to the Northern rim. We had limited time and thus had to be satisfied with only
a “reasonable views” to the N across Yarrunga Crk to the Meryla Clifflines.
Once back at the packs, we continued through rainforest to reach the clearing marking the site of the old McPhails
farm. Here, across the 100m of ferns, on the N side of the
hillock, we found the start of the old logging track which
descends down to a lovely rainforest terrace. The terrace is
quite flat and is about 350m x 250m and provided a nice
spot for lunch. We then descended steeply down to
Yarrunga Crk via a mix of slip and slither. The intervening
cliffline provided a good opportunity for a little practical
“how do we find a Pass” exercise.
The scramble along the creek was OK; with occasional wet
feet (and 1 complete immersion....).As the floor of the
creek broadened out, the banks provided some great glades
of Blue Gums to wander through. We eventually picked up
an old logging trail on the N bank and followed it to the
clearing of Griffins Farm by 5pm. The farm is on a
“How do we find a pass” exercise
horseshoe bend and is a very pleasant spot indeed. There is
a much shorter way in via the Griffin Fire trail for 4.5km
and thus this spot would be quite suitable for a “base camp” and introductory camping weekend.
Next day it was steeply up the FT towards Meryla Pass to the Timealong junction (this is known, amongst Mountain
Bike Riders, as “The Cannon Ball Run”. We followed FT, named after one of the Aboriginal inhabitants of the area,
south to pick up the Wombat Hill FT. The start of this was fairly obscure, and once we were on it, there was a fair
amount of deadfall across the trail. However, it was quite distinct and useable, and we climbed up towards
Wombat Hill. This flat used to be the site of another remote farm in the 1920‟s-50‟s and was sited to take
advantage of the lush rainforest soil. However, with lack of use, the vegetation has reclaimed the land and there
are only occasional glimpses of stone walls protruding from the undergrowth (Hiram Bingham would have been in
his element!). The vines, thorns and nettles did make this 1.5km section a bit trying, and we all proved that our
circulation systems were functioning properly, as well as the ability of our blood to clot (except where the leeches
had struck first!).
The descent down to the Lake was primarily in Turpentine Forest, and thus the FT was easier to find and follow.
However, close to the Lake the underbrush got a bit thick and we had to divert off the FT and find a way down to a
nice bank besides the Lake. Here we concurrently ate lunch, waterproofed our packs and blew up our inflatable
aids. These varied from staid and true Lilos, to Donuts to Pink Inflatable Dora‟s. Then, to the strain s of “Row, Row,
Row your Boat, Merrily, Merrily, Merrily, Live is but a Dream” we floated across the valley for 350m. The water
was quite warm and accommodated the various propulsion styles (some quite elegant, some less so...). The “Float”
concluded where the embanked road re-emerges to provide a very nice landing stage.
Then, put, put, put around the corner came the Ranger in his speedboat. He was on his very irregular inspection
tour, and of course, turned up just as we were finishing deflating our Lilos! He was very interested in the route we
had taken, as he had not been up there before. This was quite a fortuitous encounter, as he turned out to be the
same Ranger I had been interacting with by phone and email, a few weeks before, to gather information about
Passes in the Kangaroo Valley area (see, there are only actually 3 degrees of separation...).
Thereafter, we had a leisurely walk to inspect Beehive Point and view the scenic clifflines along the Dam at close
range. Then it was up the hill, via the link track, to have afternoon tea on a rock ledge with views back the way we
had come. This had largely finished off the climbing so that we had a flat FT to follow back to Jacks Corner by
4.30pm – 26kms all up. Weather was good, great rain forest, good views, but the leeches were an issue where it
was damp.
25 April
Valley – Shoalhaven River – 4 Lookouts
The planned walk was to have been up the N end of the Cambewarra Range to the N Tapitalle Trig, a traverse to
the S Trig and then a descent down to the floor of Kangaroo Valley. However, it had rained the night before, and
was sleeting as we dropped off the Car at the finish point, and it was still sleeting when we got to the start point
with “the Top in the murk”. Thus, when I suggested that we adjourn to the Cafe at the Cambewarra to have an
early Devonshire Tea and contemplate our options, I received not even one demur...... When we three arrived, the
Proprietor advised that she had only just taken the scones out of the oven, and thus we had to have some.....and
very nice too they were!
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Easter 2011 in Kangaroo Valley cont.
As we were munching the rain stopped, but the murk persisted, so we opted for Plan B. This involved driving back
through the Kangaroo Valley Village – where we ran into an extended traffic jam....due to traffic being halted by
the ANZAC Day March for the next hour. As, due to the paucity of routes, there was no way around this blockage,
and Adversity being the Mother of Invention, Plan C was immediately crafted!
Back over the Mountain we drove, down to the village of Cambewarra and then, by back ways and byways, we
diverted S via the Bugong Rd to the Tallowa Dam Rd (the former is narrow, windy, dirt and pot holed – and proved
to be very good rally driving practice!).
Plan C was in the form of the “Brooks Plateau 4 Lookouts Walk” – this was a flat plateau walk to a series of
Lookouts on the rim of the Shoalhaven Gorge. The S most Lookout has an indistinct foot trail leading to it (where
the track turns N and 8.5 mins back from the SE Lookout – and was well worth the visit). Lookout 4 gave good views
of the Dam and we were rewarded by the rare sight of a large volume of water flowing over the entire length of the
spillway. The weather held off and we had good views. There was lots of bird life including Yellow Tailed Black
Cockatoos and flocks of Wrens feeding on insects.

Ian admiring the views

26/4 McPhails to the Pipeline Lookout
Again it rained heavily overnight, and it was still overcast the next morning – so the planned walk up Broughton
Head was “deferred”. Instead, the two of us walked steeply up McPhails Fire Trail (FT) to the saddle (no Mountain
Bike Riders this time). From the site of McPhails Farm we walked on for 2 bends to find (after a bit of searching)
the old logging track (we built a cairn on a large rock on the E side for others to find it in the future).
This traversed the “Bench” between the 2 cliff lines for 4kms in a mix of rainforest and Gums Forest – about 30% of
it is fairly overgrown (yet fairly easy to follow, as the trail is very flat) and about 10% has nettles/vines... (Wear
long sleeves and trousers, take gloves and the Leader needs some secateurs – also take care at the Bridge – as it has
concealed holes in it! – but no Trolls...). Let these minor trifles not deter you! As it was mostly a very pleasant
stroll in the rainforest with fantastic views to the S and SW from the lookouts (especially the expansive view from
the clearing at the Power Line Pylon Lookout).
We then walked up the hill on a clear FT to the Elevator Shaft, and then around to the Lookout on top of the
escarpment for lunch (5 Stars). Thereafter, we followed FTs to the big green Surge Tank Tower and onto the Power
Line Easement, before heading cross country to try and find the old Saw Mill Ruin. We had no joy in finding the ruin
(maybe all the material has been “harvested”??), but we did find some great cliff lines, break away Rock islands
and deep rainforest.
It would also be possible to go along the ridgeline to the summit of Barrengarry. However, we traversed back to the
Power Lines and followed the FTs south, back to the Power Line Pylon Lookout. This sits on the edge of a clearing
of an old farm (complete with a Ruin, Pine Trees and a resident Fox in the ferns). We found the old Bridle Track
from the Farm commenced just to the E of the Nose of the point. This was followed down through the cliff line
back to the wooded talus slope below. Here it turned into an old FT which zig zagged down the ridge to the
paddocks. We then used a “gazetted public right of way” to get back to the road under the watchful gaze of Cows
and curious Calves. All up a 15km day with a fair amount of up and down. Finished off with a magnificent Steak and
Mushroom Pie from the Old Barrengary Store.

Lake Yurrunga
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Children‟s Overnight Hike to Blue Gum Forest / May 7 - 8
Dirk Goës
After many successful adventures in the Royal National Park I decided the children needed a real challenge. The
location was to be one of the Blue Mountains bushwalking testing grounds, the descents and ascents of the Grose
Valley. The challenge was even more so given that our training walk in the Royal National Park before Easter had
to be cancelled due to sickness. Seven of us met at Govetts Leap on a beautiful Saturday morning in May. There
was Linda and her son Zac (aged 9), Caroline and her daughter Jessica (aged 8), Kelvin came solo, and myself and
my son Kai (aged 7). Everyone had an overnight pack including the children.
We did a car swap to Perrys Lookdown and then started the hike at Govetts Leap. I told the children it would be
steep going down and I think it was steeper than anything they had experienced before. Some of the comments
were hilarious. It was a sunny and clear day but the terrain was very wet from all the recent rain. It was slippery
and muddy and in some spots mini-waterfalls fell upon the track. Because it was steep and slippery you could not
dash through the falling water but rather had to take a little shower as you moved carefully along.
We stopped for morning tea at the big Govetts Creek Waterfall and gazed up at the vertical cliffs, the tumbling
water and the perfect blue sky. I think the children knew by now that they were on a big adventure. We headed
off to Junction Rock with many exciting creek crossings and dark rain forest along the way. Zac thought Junction
Rock was a town in the valley and was a bit disappointed to learn it was merely an important convergence of trails.
It took a while to get to Junction Rock and the children started complaining about needing a lunch stop and a rest.
Interestingly once we arrived they did not sit down and eat their lunch but rather ran around scrambling on the
rocks and playing near the water. This just shows that when children complain they are not really tired, they are
just ready for the next challenge.
After lunch we hiked on to towards Acacia Flat. This is a beautiful part of the hike, following the river and looking
up at the spectacular cliffs and peaks enclosing the Grose Valley. We arrived at Acacia Flat in the mid afternoon.
The sun was already behind the mountains and it was cooling down fast. I looked longingly at the sunshine on the
eastern side of the valley. We where the first campers to arrive and picked the best spot. We set up camp and
walked down to the river to collect water. Some other parties started to arrive including a group of noisy teenage
boys who plonked themselves down about two metres from our tents despite ample space elsewhere! Luckily one
of their companions who arrived later moved them all on to their own area.
Since it was too early for dinner we decided to keep warm by hiking on to Blue Gum Forest. Blue Gum Forest is
truly magnificent with its incredibly straight grey-blue gums towering into the sky. At one point two giant trees lay
across the track. One looked like it had been sheared off and one broken off. A lightening strike perhaps? With
one tree falling onto the other?
Back to the camp and we cooked up dinner. We longed for a fire but stuck to the rules despite the two ladies
across the way breaking the rules with a cosy looking fire. After dinner we looked at the Milky Way and I took the
children on a night walk down to the river. We retired early after a big day. Except Kai who stayed outside for
nearly another hour by himself exploring the campground in the dark and blowing through his whistle (silently)
fascinated by his steamy breath coming out. Kai loves trains so he was probably pretending it was a steam
train whistle. Finally he came in and snuggled up into his sleeping bag and had a great nights sleep.
I think it was about 2 degrees when the children woke up around 6.30am. They were keen to get up, have
breakfast and get walking. It was also a new Mother's Day experience for Caroline and Linda, no sleep in, nor
breakfast in bed! At about 8:30am with the first rays of sun hitting the valley floor we donned packs and marched
off.
We dropped packs in Blue Gum Forest and went and explored the river. It looks like the previous crossing log has
been swept aside so it will probably be wet feet for hikers heading to or from Lockleys Pylon this winter.
Now it was time to take on the 600 metre ascent of Perry's Lookdown. '2 -3 hours very steep ascent' warns the sign
at the bottom. How would the children go? Would we have someone refusing to go on? We started off and I
encouraged the children to take small steps to save their energy. A
few rest stops were requested but we were making progress. The
valley started to drop away and the magnificent views started to
open up. In fact as it became steeper the children became more
determined. Kai later said his favourite part was the steep gully near
the top. On the very steepest sections at the top the children did
not stop once and with Zac out in front they completed the climb in
1.5 hours!!

Made it! Top of Perrys Lookdown after an
impressive ascent by Zac, Jessica and Kai.

We had a long lunch stop at the lookout near the top and chatted
about our adventure. Everyone did a great job including Kelvin who
was on his first overnight hike. In fact Kelvin would probably advise
you not to come on a 'children's hike' if you think that means it is
going to be easy.
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Ultimate Frisbee at Hatchers Hollow / May 7 - 8
Richard Pattison
This was only SBW‟s third trip in history to this idyllic campsite on the Kowmung River. A clear and crisp weekend
with temperatures down to +1 degree overnight. We all drove up to the Boyd Crossing campsite on Friday night
having stopped somewhere in the mountains on the way for dinner (well, dessert).
The purpose and indeed theme of the whole enterprise was to contest the first Ultimate Frisbee match in SBW
history, hopefully an annual if not more frequent event. My intention was for a venue befitting the occasion: a
clearing somewhere deep in wilderness with a challenging approach walk. Hatchers Hollow fitted the bill – but,
would there be sufficient space to draw the Frisbee pitch? I couldn‟t remember, but hey, the trees can act as
defenders, right?
It was a lovely walk among great company and chatter along
the Uni-rover trail, an abundance of tin-tags adorn the route,
newly placed in the last year or so. We made our way past
“Lost Rock” and Tom informed the group of the controversy
around the naming, apparently named “Revelation Rock” by
the Uni-rovers as this significant location revealed the exit
from the plateau on to the Boyd Range, however, Myles
Dunphy moved his “Lost Rock” a KM or so on the map to the
Uni-rover trail, and hence, the rock now truly is lost, or may
be just a bit confused.

Sombre Dome ridge

Rachel at Hatches Hollow

The Match

We had lunch on Sombre Dome overlooking the Kowmung and
Mount Colong, then made our way down a lovely ridge (or was
it a spur Vivien?) with some scrambling to the Kowmung river
itself. Some shoes were removed, some weren‟t, in any case,
the knee deep water was bracing, we hurried on for our date
with destiny – the inaugural SBW Ultimate Frisbee Challenge.
We arrived at Hatchers Hollow mid afternoon, and I personally
was very glad to pass a reasonably open area soon after
entering the Hollow, “that‟ll do for our match”. We dropped
our packs at the first camp fire and grouped in our teams to
talk tactics, or at least talk rules, and actually discover the
whole point of the game. Excitement had been building over
the previous fortnight, I was relieved once the game was
underway, my brainchild idea was being realised. Tom‟s
Tomahawks (wearing dark colours) took an almost
unassailable lead in the first half. However, the turning point
of the match came at half time while erecting tents, Melinda
decided to retire from the game and switch her attention to
fire duty. Rachel‟s Rockets were buoyed by the missing
playmaker, a tsunami of points ensued and the besieged
Tomahawks could hardly escape their own end-zone. As dusk
drew in there were only seconds left on the clock with one
point difference, player of the match Rachel Grindlay threw a
magical forehand-overhand dipping curveball from deep in her
own half and found the outstretched arms of wide receiver
Vivien. The inaugural event had the drama it deserved.
The game went into overtime, the shadows were gone,
darkness awaited, only the howl of wild dogs stirred the
night, but the gladiators of Hatchers Hollow were unrelenting.
Rebecca took the lead for Rachel‟s Rockets in the best-ofthree overtime series, with a neat interplay of passing down
the left wing and a phantom “Chinaman” throw and dive
inside the corner post. Jason equalised with lightning reflexes
straight from chuck-off and the game headed for the grand
finale – next goal wins, the winner takes all, winning is
everything, losers do the water run in the dark.

Bitter defence from both sides ensured the final play was the longest of the match. With fatigue setting in from 5
hours of bushwalking and 2 hours of hard fought fast and furious Frisbee action, spaces opened up and the teams
were spread from one end of the pitch to the other, the play was desperate, the anxiety for victory too much and
forced 2 or 3 opportunities to be wasted through a snatched throw or put-down catch. Finally, Rachel‟s Rockets
took the spoils as Vivien held his nerve to float a pass over the “Paul Barton” tree to the safe hands of Rich and the
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Ultimate Frisbee at Hatchers Hollow / May 7 – 8 cont.
celebrations began with high fives, chest bumps and a lap of honour saluting the two cockatoos that had witnessed
the spectacle.
We retired to Melinda‟s beautiful fire and enjoyed happy hour with four different cheeses plus even more varieties
of crackers. We stayed close to the fire all night and made sure it was visible to “Space Station Mir”, although
apparently it‟s not there anymore, but we signalled their predecessors anyhow. On Sunday, we exited via the
Mounts of Despond, Hopeless and Misery, taking lunch just short of Hopeless with views back into the Kowmung
country. We stopped at the Lawson pub on the drive home for celebratory beers – yes, we‟ve created history! Can‟t
wait for the next Ultimate Frisbee Challenge, may be on the Cox‟s, or may be at Canoe Flat on the Shoalhaven.
Also,
for
reference,
it
might
be
interesting
to
list
the
Frisbee: http://www.ultimatefrisbee.com/10_rules_of_ultimate_frisbee.php

key

rules

of

Ultimate

Ultimate in 10 Simple Rules
1. The Field -- A rectangular shape with end-zones at each end. A regulation field is 64m by 37m, with end-zones
18m deep.
2. Initiate Play -- Each point begins with both teams lining up on the front of their respective end-zone line. The
defence throws ("pulls") the disc to the offense. A regulation game has seven players per team.
3. Scoring -- Each time the offense completes a pass in the defence‟s end-zone, the offense scores a point. Play is
initiated after each score.
4. Movement of the Disc -- The disc may be advanced in any direction by completing a pass to a teammate. Players
may not run with the disc. The person with the disc ("thrower") has ten seconds to throw the disc. The defender
guarding the thrower ("marker") counts out the stall count.
5. Change of possession -- When a pass in not completed (e.g. out of bounds, drop, block, interception), the
defence immediately takes possession of the disc and becomes the offense.
6. Substitutions -- Players not in the game may replace players in the game after a score and during an injury
timeout.
7. Non-contact -- No physical contact is allowed between players. Picks and screens are also prohibited. A foul
occurs when contact is made.
8. Fouls -- When a player initiates contact on another player a foul occurs. When a foul disrupts possession, the
play resumes as if the possession was retained. If the player committing the foul disagrees with the foul call, the
play is redone.
9. Self-Refereeing -- Players are responsible for their own foul and line calls. Players resolve their own disputes.
10. Spirit of the Game -- Ultimate stresses sportsmanship and fair play. Competitive play is encouraged, but never
at the expense of respect between players, adherence to the rules, and the basic joy of play.
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Rampant Creek and the Sentinels / May 10th to 12th
Michael Keats
It was on a 3 day from pack walk from Mount Coricudgy to Kerry Mountain and further north in August 2009 that I
first became conscious of the incredibly complex country north of Table Bay Creek. Documenting my thoughts at
the time as we looked north from the Cromach Ridge extension of the Kerry Ridge, I wrote,
“There is no doubt that this terrain is extraordinary. I located but could not get to a very large natural
arch that appeared as a flying buttress on the western side of the next cliff forward at approximately
GR 508 778. Turning attention to the rugged scenery of Table Bay Creek revealed many and varied
opportunities to explore given the time and patience.”
In collaboration with John Cooper of the Bush Club to devise the 2011 Classic Walks in the Wollemi Series, I put
forward a proposition to explore a rarely, if ever visited piece of country cryptically named on the 1:50000
topographic map as The Sentinels. I was certain that there were enough other interesting features nearby to make
an interesting three (3) day adventure.
Once the plan was approved I set about doing some research. If you open a copy of the current 1:25,000
Topographic map, the area of interest is a „blank sheet‟ when it comes to names. Only one feature is identified –
Table Bay Creek. My first job was to transfer all the known names from the 1:50,000 map to the 1:25,000 map and
see what made sense. Eight feature names were added to roughly 20 square kilometres – Rampart Ridge, Rampart
Creek, Double Gap Hill, The Sentinels, Cromach Peak, Cromach Ridge, Table Bay Ridge and Kerry Ridge. Discussions
with David Alley of Pomany Angus gave a further addition - Amphitheatre Falls (on Table Bay Creek).
Crafting the best activities for three days was the next priority. A visit to The Sentinels with their impressive
soaring escarpments separated by a narrow tight valley was going to be the centerpiece. I figured we could camp
close by on either Rampart Creek or Table Bay Creek, and better still within two kilometres there were at least six
great walking opportunities.
Initial inquiries to participate were such that a wait list was operating. For a variety of reasons the party kept
shrinking to its ultimate number, just 6.
At 0900 on Tuesday morning we met in Carob‟s Café, Denman over a generous country breakfast, so sustaining that
even given our level of activity lunch was unnecessary. Some 60km later at Pomany Angus at 1030 we were engaged
in discussions with Dave Alley about our proposed program. He advised that rank summer weed growth would make
camping at the Amphitheatre Falls on Table Bay Creek unpleasant and recommended we try some other more user
friendly options. In the end we settled for a pleasant grassy river terrace above Rampart Creek at GR 526 796.
Leaving the erection of tents and collecting firewood until our return from walking we grabbed our daypacks and
set off to explore an unnamed terminal headland that lies between two tributaries of Table Bay Creek. The aim was
to walk up the main branch of Table Bay Creek, climb some 400m to the top of the ridge, explore the northern
terminal and cliffs and return via a descent through the cliffs on the opposite side into the tributary stream. Total
estimated distance 6km.
At 1150 we were on our way. By 1208 reached and then followed stock pads along Table Bay Creek. From this point
onwards and upstream Table Bay Creek changed character as the valley narrowed. Huge boulders of sandstone,
which had tumbled down from the cliffs above became a feature of the valley making walking a challenge and
slowing our pace.
Climbing up and sticking closer to the eastern cliff line changed the challenge from big boulders to tight narrow,
and sometimes exposed rock shelves with significant ups and downs as individual rock shelves narrowed and then
cut out. At 1250, GR 518 779 we had gained enough elevation to enjoy a magnificent view of the Cromach Peak to
the NW. Later this would be even better.
To the SW there were good views of the midway cliff line of Kerry Ridge. Continued with our push up the valley
getting closer and closer to climbing the cliff line of our designated high point. As we progressed each potential
cleft was examined to see whether we could climb up. At 1325, GR 521 776 made good initial progress rising about
40m, however near the top a small vertical face of no more than 2m was enough to repulse us. Even if it had been
doable the prospect of falling 40m if anything went wrong was just not on.
Some of the crew were all for pushing further east, however I had noted a ramp and gully much earlier that I felt
would be a „goer‟, so at 1338 we retraced a short distance before commencing an ascent at GR 521 776, an
amazing slot with a near vertical face on the east side and comprising a generally broad rising ramp towards the
western side. This slot proved to be a winner although it did include some challenging sections where every little
ripple in the Volley‟ soles was pressed into clinging on really hard. A tape was set for those who were more
comfortable with it in position. The adrenalin was pumping. A short drinks stop come very abbreviated snack was
taken on the way up
At 1425 the dip of the saddle was ours, GR 523 776. We were up. We were joyous. We had been successful. A
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Rampant Creek and the Sentinels / May 10th to 12th cont.
merited and slightly longer refreshment stop was called before a final assault on the crown of the ridge was
attempted. We noted with a certain delight that we had been successful in climbing to the top of the ridge further
east, there was no way we could have reached the crown – a 15m vertical face was the ultimate continuation of the
same face that provided the eastern wall of our slot. The right word is „discontiguous‟ – or just impossible. Even
better news was the existence of an apparent slot down the other side that superficially at least looked like an exit
route.
West beyond the saddle the climbing became a little more
challenging the higher we went and indeed the best photographs
were taken from a point about 20m down from the top. The
distance views were magic all the way down the tight, almost „V‟
shaped valley with Cromach Ridge flanking the west and the
successive high points of the Rampart Ridge the east. Way in the
distance were the checkerboard green pastures of Pomany Angus
and on the northern horizon the blue purple shades of mountains in
the Goulburn River National Park and beyond.
The next issue was getting down into the unnamed valley next east.
The topographic map shows a solid cliff line. We were not put off
by this as it also did not show the slot /ramp/pass we had come up.
The accuracy of maps in this area is poor, as it is though almost no
fieldwork has ever been done thoroughly. It was now 1451 and it
was a case of crossing our fingers that the apparent slot down the
other side opposite our ascent slot would take us through not only
the shown cliff lines but also the several others that we knew
intervened as well. The crown had an elevation of 800m +. Camp
was at about 200m. Somehow we had to drop that distance.

The Widden Valley from Cromach Ridge

My mind played out the very worst case scenario that would be to
get down so far and find a complete „no go‟ cliff line and have to
climb back up and return the way we came in. This ugly thought
was pushed deep to the back of my mind as we started down into
the unknown. By 1508 the altimeter registered 598m plus we had
successfully conquered 2 major cliff lines. High above us the
declining sun bathed the cliffs with shimmering golden light.
1524 and we were sidling west, GR 524 779, 1539 on a ridging nose
at GR 523 781. Stopped at 1553, GR 524 783 where the altimeter
said 457m. East of our position the unnamed creek was now lying
deep in a gully/ravine. At all costs we must keep out of it as we
could see big boulders, suspect and possibly undoable drops; then
suddenly progress became easier, we were down into country that
contained few surprises.
400m on, we crossed Table Bay Creek. We had completed the
circuit, not as planned but the key objectives of summiting and
completing a circular walk was a great achievement. The respect
we already hold for this country was again reinforced - take nothing
for granted, time management is crucial and ranks with fitness and
the ability to negotiate rock climbs and accept exposure.
We arrived back at camp at 1630. The walk was 8.07 km in length,
the main climb 495m and the time taken, twenty minutes short of
four hours.

Once camp was established, firewood collected, chairs unfolded it
was rewards time. All the good things that a base camp can offer
were indulged. The BBQ plate groaned under the weight of cooking
meats and various bottles were emptied during the course of the evening. The fire was comforting as the mercury
dropped. The sky was clear and the air so still that by 2030, when we called it a day, you could almost feel the ice
crystals forming.
View north down the Widden Valley from the
top of unnamed peak climbed on day 1

Day 2. Before heading off to our tents the night before for some well earned rest it was agreed we try to achieve
an early start. Given the way „walking- exploring‟ this country absorbs time, and that not one but two significant
climbs were planned we set a departure time target of 0730. We did well and by 0732 were following an old cattle
pad up Rampart Creek immediately east of our camp.
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The first kilometre of Rampart Creek was all so easy- essentially a well worn cattle pad. Roger observed evidence
of horse scats1. and that the way some vegetation had been flattened suggested this as well. No actual horses were
seen. Easy walking conditions did not last and soon our way of route up Rampart Creek was one of continuous
climbing. As we rounded the SW flank of the South Sentinel gusts of wind were funneling down the valley
accentuated by an emerging tree less cliff line.
At this point I made a decision that we would make better progress by staying low in the valley rather than try and
negotiate the steeper and higher slopes, so after working hard to gain altitude we dropped down some 40m into the
creek bed. It was now 0839, GR 537 784. Unlike Table Bay Creek progress in Rampart Creek at this elevation (500m)
was relatively easy and unobstructed. As the other side of the creek looked like easier progress we switched from
side to side or occasionally walked in the creek bed. In shady sections there were significant banks of low growing
ferns usually a mix of Doodia and Blechnum species. It was during the creek bed walks that I noted the presence of
water worn pieces of basalt. This evidence meant that within the catchment of Rampart Creek there was at least
an outcrop of basalt or even a basalt cap.
A tributary creek entering from the SE at GR 544 781 signaled a further change in direction of Rampart Creek
marking its continuing encirclement of the South Sentinel. It also marked a point where the creek narrowed and the
beginning of a long section infested with Native Raspberry (Rubus parvifolius). In the season this area would be full
of fruit attracting lots of birds. For us it was just another scratchy plant to avoid. In places it was also interspersed
with Stinging Nettles (Urtica sp.), not exactly a happy combination. These conditions persisted for several hundred
metres, when the vegetation changed again, this time to Myrtle Forest, in places with a fern under story or in
others just a deep humus layer.
During these vegetation changes we were also experiencing changes in the general topography, which had now
generally flattened out although there were some small but dramatic isolated sandstone cliffs. The creek also
contained deep pools and the occasional small water cascade.
Another tributary creek joined in from the east at GR 548 783 while Rampart Creek now trended northwards and
entered a phase of being within a channel about a metre deep and about as wide. The banks were now level and
soon became a continuous river terrace with open grasslands. The soil profile was rich and deep and had a „terra
rosa‟ style. It had to be basalt derived. Looking around it was almost certain we had entered a collapsed volcanic
neck or diatreme. It was now 1011, GR 549 787 and very definitely a good place to break and have morning tea.
The altimeter showed our elevation as 604m.
Resuming at 1035 we now left Rampart Creek and headed up a ridge trending SW. We had been walking for only a
few minutes when Bill called out that he had found a land snail. It was fresh dead, in excellent condition (GR 547
787) and significantly it was located on a piece of vesicular tuff. It was fully documented and bagged for the
Australian Museum collection. We were now definitely in a diatreme and the rocks ahead were all of volcanic
origin.
Minutes later we stood before a rock face some 20m high composed entirely of pink and terra cotta colored
vesicular basalt. It was a significant unexpected turn of events. There was every chance that we would find the
contact zone. In the meantime time we started climbing high on the basalt outcrop. A ravine like formation looked
a likely candidate to climb through. Near its upper terminus a large balancing rock blocked the way. Yuri reported
that if it dislodged it would be a bad outcome.
A sloping rock surface with dubious footholds was tested. Yuri and Bill went this way. The rest of us tried an
alternate route circling further north. Rounding a large rock was a view of breathtaking dimensions. The North
Sentinel‟s eastern flank has myriad pagodas; a steep ravine drops down from the crest some 140m into the top end
of Rampart Creek; closer was a natural structure connecting the two Sentinels an amazing narrow line of rounded
pagodas we dubbed The Drawbridge. More about it later. Even closer were massive multicoloured, irregular
outcrops of vesicular basalt - the whole scene was quite overpowering and we could not wait to go and explore it in
close up detail.
Cresting the ridge at the same level as The Drawbridge we were rewarded with a framed view of Cromach Ridge
with the Cromach Peak to the left of our field of vision. On the western skyline were the profiles of Mount Cox and
Mount Pomany- what a sight! To the north we could look across The Drawbridge and the mighty climb that could
take us to the top of the North Sentinel
It was now 1120. We had been on the go for about 4 ½ hours. Time to review our progress and decide what further
exploration was feasible… firstly I ruled out a climb of the North Sentinel; secondly I ruled out returning via skirting
the North Sentinel and the northern unexplored, unknown and unnamed creek system even though there was a
relatively easy looking „possible‟ descent at the contact zone between the basalt intrusion and The Drawbridge.
1.

Dave Alley was advised of this evidence on our way out. He will follow up, as he is not aware of any wild horses being
reported.
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On the positive side we would climb the South Sentinel, return to have a detailed examination of The Drawbridge
and attempt a return to camp via a ravine and waterway system that commenced at The Drawbridge and flowed
generally west. The worst case scenario would be having to return to The Drawbridge and retrace the circuitous
route pioneered in the morning. Another even less pleasant option would be to find and sleep in a cave overnight…
Climbing the South Sentinel was easy. The forest was
fairly open and the rock shelves well spaced. The top at
844m was reached at 1200, GR 542 787. The best views
were obtained from the southern side at GR 541 787. The
skyline profile south was magic. Clockwise from the SE, in
succession were Mount Coriaday, Kerry Mountain, Mount
Baker and Pinnacle Hill. The pasture grass on Nullo
Mountain could be discerned and much closer, and to the
west were Cromach Peak, Kerry Ridge, Mount Cox and
Mount Pomany including the route of the Pomany
Staircase. Beyond and to the north were the apparently
visually converging ranges of Pomany and Monundilla.
Talk about a rewarding climb – this was one of the very
best.
Mount Pomany from Cromach Ridge

From the top of the South Sentinel, view towards Nullo
Mountain. Day 1 high point is centre left

A rising wind meant that this was not a good place to
stop and enjoy lunch. We needed a protected position
preferably with some sunshine as well. A suitable spot
was found at GR 543 788. The view was not extra special
but escape from the wind was appreciated. After 30
minutes we were heading back down to explore The
Drawbridge. We spent from 1315 to 1333 visiting each of
its many pagodas in turn and looking at future options for
descent points (we have to come back here). Lots of
pictures were taken but no images can really explain or
translate our feelings of sweet success of this moment.
A large sloping rock apron is centred immediately below
The Drawbridge. It funnels into a wide, parallel sided
ravine that drops from 790m to 611m, GR 541 790, in a
nice consistent grade. Would this last? We had our doubts
but while ever it kept going we would follow it down. The
crunch came at GR 538 791 when our way of route
tumbled over a cliff line. A study of the map showed that
we had already negotiated the hard bits except for one
spot where two 20m contours seemed joined together.
Beyond this point it all looked very easy…
Standing on the precipice it appeared that he contours
slightly north of our position might contain a way of
route. Here Yuri decided on action and slid down a 4m
rock face while Marion unpacked the rope and I secured
it around a sturdy Ironbark. Some of the crew were quite
unnerved by this process. Yuri meanwhile was checking
out a very exposed, low ceiling, horizontal rock shelf and
soon proclaimed that if we could crawl along this shelf to
its end, he could support our vertical descent of 1.5m
and after that it was all easy.

I went first descending the rope which proved to be just
long enough, then after shedding my pack, crawled along
the rock shelf, performed a backwards slide to the next
level down while Yuri called out the remaining distance between my feet and solid ground. Marion followed along
the shelf. The rest of the party were now above us by some 8m and baulked at the exposure and risks involved.
They retrieved the rope and set out to find a more acceptable „level of risk‟ descent. By working ledges, ramps and
slots they ultimately found a combination of options that were acceptable. We regrouped at GR 538 790 now at a
height of 526m. It had taken just over 60 minutes for us all to be safely down.
The Drawbridge and the North Sentinel with Yuri Bolotin
and Marion Davies and Roger Williams

After a rest and a sharing of crystallized ginger and other goodies we set off what was now very easy terrain,
although slipping on dry leaves was an ever present problem. Interestingly at GR 535 791 we came back to the edge
of the watercourse which we had been following all the way down. At this point the creek when in flood had carved
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a canyon over 25m deep through soft shales. Keeping well away from this we stuck to a gentle gradient ridge, and
at GR 531 793, 1520 reconnected with the well used cattle pad that we had set out on in the morning. Ten minutes
later we walked into camp.
It was far too early to begin happy hour or even think of cooking, so dropping our packs we set off to visit the
Amphitheatre Falls on Table Bay Creek. The walk was essentially a stroll across a series of river terraces at
different levels. Initially we followed an old 4WD track but the area between Rampart Creek and Table Bay Creek
was filled with still more than head high dead thistles and other weeds making progress very unpleasant. Skirting
around this obstacle Bill and I walked in Table Bay Creek for a distance while the others tracked along the eastern
bank.
Coming out on top of the falls Bill and I had to do some back tracking to near the junction of the two creeks where
we all joined up. The Amphitheatre Falls were not flowing very strongly and the fading light made good photos
difficult. We also noted that a lot of sand and gravel had washed into the swimming pool making it quite shallow.
Spent a little while here in contemplation and testing the water temperature. In a word it was cold. In two words,
icy cold.
Returned to camp at 1633 where the fire was rekindled, goodies were shared and we reminisced about experiences
of the day. All agreed it had been a good one and there was enthusiasm to return and tackle the North Sentinel and
Double Gap Hill again when daylight hours are a bit longer.
The rising wind, which had started about lunchtime, was now gusting down into the valley and blowing the fire in
all directions. Angry, dark grey clouds scudded across the sky but there was no rain until after cooking was
completed and then it was only a brief shower but perhaps indicative of what the night may have in store. We
lasted till about 1930 before turning in. During the night the wind rose and fell many times often flapping my tent
and threatening „lift off‟. When the rain came it was only light but when there is only a layer of nylon between you
and the outside world it sounded heavy. It did not last and a return to sleep came easily.
Day 3. The crafted plans called for the morning of day 3 to be spent exploring the high point located between the
point climbed on day one above Table Bay Creek and the South Sentinel climbed on day 2. For variety I proposed
that instead of this climb, which given the knowledge gained during the last 24 hours I was certain would take a full
day, we should instead climb the blade of the ridge that leads to the Cromach Peak. Not only would this provide
some variety but it would also close some of the gap in our walking of the Cromach – Kerry Ridge. We now knew
from many sources that a skyline traverse was not possible without 60m ropes but that good views could be
obtained from the first high point.
This change was agreed and at 0755 we had cleaned up, vacated camp and relocated the vehicles to GR 524 804,
immediately above Table Bay Creek on the eastern bank. After pushing through another dense field of dead thistles
and worse it was an easy stroll around the contours of the ridge terminus to GR 519 805. From this point we sidled
upwards in a SW direction to reach the main spine of the ridge.
The spine is oriented almost due north – south and narrows rapidly so that there are alternate views east or west
depending on which way you want to look. In the lower reaches there is a lot of rather messy low growing scrub but
this soon gives way to bare shale and rock. Several small, inter bedded coal seams are exposed as you walk up the
ridge. Above the shales there are bands of sandstone that are all readily negotiable although the scree slopes are
very unstable. At GR 517 804 the ridge levels out and broadens for a short distance and is vegetated with a
casuarina forest making a pleasant change.
Climbing then resumed and although GPS readings were taken often, with an accuracy factor to only 100m there
was often no recorded change in our position – we were just vertically above the last one. At 0900 reached a false
top at GR 517 800. From here there are stunning views north down the Widden Valley, east to the Sentinels, the
valley of Table Bay Creek and west to Mount Cox and Hool‟ em Boy Point.
The wind that had abated somewhat overnight was again rising and discouraged further exploration on such an
exposed ridge. Yuri and Marion did push south as far as GR 517 797 where they gazed down the huge vertical drop
that separates this first high point from the next one and the Cromach Peak which lies an inaccessible 1.2 km
further south. It would seem that an ascent of the Cromach Peak will remain the province of rock climbers.
Morning tea was not warranted by our meagre efforts but we did have a snack before commencing the return
journey to the vehicles. By 1046 we were changing our gear and Bill also had the joy of changing a flat tyre. Called
in on Dave Alley to give a quick debriefing and extending our thanks for access to yet another section of the
Wollemi Wilderness.

SBW members are entitled to a 10% discount on all paper materials brought at Map World.
(Kent St shop: 280 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW 2000, Australia)
Just tell the shop attendant before they ring up the sale please!
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Walks & Other Activities / May 1 -31
Stephen Brading
Leaders:
After an activity please email the completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report Form to:
walksreporting@sbw.org.au
Please send this within 48 hours and keep your copies as these are legal documents

Date, Walk Location & Route
SAT 7 MAY – Day Walk – L233
Q
21km
Blue Mountains NP – Wild Dog Mountains:
Galong Farm – Ironmonger Hill & Spur – Breakfast Creek – downstream along the Coxs River
for 5km – Merrigal Creek – Blue Pup Spur – Blue Dog & Cattle Dog Ridges – Breakfast Creek –
Hobbles Spur – Galong Farm.
Walk Report:
After the fog cleared it was a fine sunny day, ideal Autumn walking weather. An enjoyable
day walk in great country with no dramas.
SUN 8 MAY – Day Walk – M221
19km 200m ascent
Royal National Park:
Otford - Coast Track - Palm Jungle - Figure of Eight Pool - Burning Palms – Garie - return via
Garawarra Ridge Track.
Walk Report:
Close to perfect weather for this walk through the southern part of the Royal. Morning tea
was at Burning Palms. To ensure the party was back at Otford for the intended train, the walk
turned around on the crest of the Thelma Ridge rather than Garie. A perfect lunch spot on a
fine day in any event. Everyone was back at the apple pie shop by shortly after 4.00pm. A lost
wallet and car keys saw the leader and one participant walk the Garrawarra Ridge Track
twice, but after a remarkable chain of coincidences, wallet and keys were recovered and
everyone got home at a reasonable time
SUN 8 MAY – Day Walk – M122 (Easy/Medium
12km
Northern Illawarra Bushland
Waterfall station – car convoy to Maddens Plains – Clifftop Track – Sublime Point Lookout –
Austinmer Beach – Thirroul station.
Walk Report:
The day was fine and mild, excellent for bushwalking, and excellent for seeing the
spectacular views that we came across at several points along the way. We met at Waterfall
station and drove to Maddens Plains for the start of the walk. From there we took a new
track southward that has recently been put in. It went through bushland, roughly parallel to
the top of the escarpment. However, true to form, the authorities kept the track well away
from the edge of the clifftops, so we had to make our own way there at one point to get a
good look at the great views down to the coastline below us. Nevertheless, there was an
excellent view from Sublime Point, from where we then took the steep, long-established
track down through the bush to Austinmer Beach. We then went southwards along the coast,
sometimes on the seaside clifftops, sometimes on the beaches. This was a very refreshing
and scenic section of the walk. At Thirroul beach we turned inland and went through some
parklands and streets until we reached the railway station a few minutes before a train
arrived to take us back to Waterfall.
EXTENDED WEEKEND 5-9 MAY – Weekend Activity –
Coolana Bush care and maintenance :
Weeding, tree planting, mowing.
Activity Report:
Over five days a tremendous effort gave a tremendous result; on the Eastern Flat 97 trees
were planted, 90% of the flat cleared or mowed and all previously trees tended. See the full
report in the newsletter.

WEEKEND 7-8 MAY – Weekend Walk – M233 28km 900m ascent Sunday
Kanangra-Boyd NP: Hatchers Hollow – Ultimate Frisbee:
Unirover Trail as far as Mt Savage, then across to Sombre Dome and down to Hatchers Hollow
on the Kowmung River for the match. Return on Sunday via Mounts Despond, Hopeless &
Misery
See article in magazine
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Activity Participants
Chris Dowling
Brendon Anderson(P)
Jacob Fry (P)
Andy Ojong
Dan Laver

Chris Birch
Megan Sety (P)
Julian Martin
Annick Boismenu
Maureen Carter
Neena Wang
Kevin Scott (P)
Janice Scott (P)
Jovanka Ajanovil
Kathy Gero
Ja Nina
Nigel Weaver
David Bell
John Kennett
Graham Byrne (P)
Candy Pritchard (P)
Jan Spencer (P)
Terry Moss
Isabella Moss
Pam Campbell
Nigel Wingate
Misako Sugyami

Don Finch
Ros Kerrigan
Greg Beaman (V)
Libby Beaman
Phil Butt
Paul Kerrigan (V)
Barry Wallace
Leo Butler
Warren Mizon (V)
Rick Angel
Ian Wolfe
Shahram Landrani
Sanaz Landrani (V)
Reza Landrani (V)
Richard Pattison
Rachel Grindlay
Tom Brennan
Emmanuelle Convert
Vivien de Remy
Courcelles
Rebecca Lorch
Jason Lorch
Melinda Turner
David Trinder
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Date, Walk Location & Route

Activity Participants

WEEKEND 7-8 MAY – Weekend Walk –M231
Q
16km
Children's Overnight Hike:
Govetts Leap - Junction Rock - Acacia Flat (Camp) - Blue Gum Forest - Perrys Lookdown
See article in magazine
MON 9 to FRI 13 MAY – Social Activity
Yaragobilly Caves:
Activity Report:
Twelve attended and each day presented an opportunity to view a new cave or a walk in the very
scenic bush. The latter half of the week was cold after a heavy snow fall on Tuesday night but the
snow covered bush gave a promise of winter yet to come. The accommodation was extremely
good. We had booked both eastern and western wings Each couple or person had a separate room
- there were three bathrooms, two kitchens and two lounge areas. Plenty of room for eating
together and just socializing.

Dirk Goes
& 6 Others

SAT 14 MAY – Day Walk – M222
Q
18km
Blue Mountains:
Victoria Falls – Victoria Creek – Burra Korain – Grose River – Blue Gum Forest – Govetts Gorge
– Junction Rock then Rodriguez Pass up 600m to Govetts Leap.
Walk Report:
The walk went in cool sunny weather with 20 walkers including 10 Prospective Members. We
walked from the Victoria Falls carpark to Victoria Falls, down Victoria Creek to Burra Korain,
then down the Grose valley to Little Blue Gum and the Blue Gum Forest then up to Govetts
Leap via Junction Rock. It was an 18km day walk with a 600m climb at the end, not an easy
day for anyone. The area is known by most of the members present but the new people were
fascinated by the new areas, the Victoria Falls, the Blue Gum Forest and the stairs up beside
the cliff Face at Govetts Leap. The new members had a good experience and they want to do
other walks with us. We divided the large group into two groups of 10 with Melinda leading
one group and me leading the other. Both groups included a mix of experienced Members and
Prospective Members.

David Trinder
Melinda Turner co-leader
Klaus Umland
Chris Dowling
Philippa Smith
Glen Draper
John Kennett
Martin Samociuk
Shahram Landarani
Lynette Preston (P)
Jason Zhao (P)
Debbie Brunner (P)
Daniel Eckermann (P)
Kevin Scott (P)
Janice Scott (P)
Martin Cousins (v)
Jenney Xia (P)
Neena Wang (P)
Derek Ledain (P)
Annick Boismenu (P)

SAT 14 MAY – Day Activity – Canyon Grade: 4-5, 10km +/–400m
Crooked Crevice (Penrose Gully) and Windows Canyons:
Old Coach Road Car Park - Crooked Crevice - Windows Canyon - old railway alignment - Old
Coach Road.
Walk Report:
Some would question the wisdom of canyoning on one of the coldest May weekends in years. I
was certainly questioning it! I was certainly hoping the waist deep wade I remembered from
our second canyon was avoidable. Once we dropped into our first canyon, we were out of the
cold wind, and were quickly able to lose several layers. The canyon was short, but very
squeezy, as Jim found out when he got his leg stuck. We were out and up a convenient pass
for morning tea on the tops, before heading over to our next canyon. This one was more
open, with a number of interesting abseils and a couple of "windows" in the rock. The last
abseil was a big one with a nice overhang at the bottom. It was a short walk back to the old
railway alignment, and then a long walk back up that to the car. Everyone pretty much kept
their feet dry the whole day. Jeff had to head back to Sydney, but the rest of us had a
pleasant evening around the campfire, joined by a girl who had been unable to find a birthday
party that she was supposed to be meeting! (She eventually found them much later)
SUN 15 MAY – Day Activity – Canyon Grade: 3, 8km +/–300m
Tiger Snake Canyon:
A deep, dark and spectacular canyon tributary of Deanes Creek. 3–5 abseils up to 25m. A
couple of wades to waist deep but no swims. Some scrambling into the canyon, and on the
exit.
Walk Report:
The next morning the puddles had iced over. Neil rocked up early from Sydney, as we weren't
sure he was coming, and we headed back to the same track in as the day before. The top
section of Tiger Snake posed a couple of challenges with tricky downclimbs, but we were soon
at the bottom of this for morning tea. There was the big abseil in, and then we spent some
time exploring the very dark lower section and trying to take photos in the dim light, with
limited success. After a quick look in the glowworm cave, we had a late lunch back on the
tops, and then back to the car. We rounded out the weekend with dinner at the Richmond
Hotel. A great weekend and I would say the last canyon of the season, except that I've signed
up for one more...

Tom Brennan
Sue Bucknell
Jeff Boyd
Jim Close
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Bill Holland
Fran Holland
John Poleson
Lynn Poleson (V)
Jim Percy
Jo van Sommers
Rick Angel
Denise Shaw
Gerry Leitner
Narelle Lovell
Marian Plaude
Carol Lubbers

Tom Brennan
Sue Bucknell
Melinda Turner
Jim Close
Neil Soutar

Walks & Other Activities / May 1 – 31 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route

Activity Participants

SUN 15 MAY – Day Walk – M212
19km
Ku-Ring-Gai Chase NP : - Elvina Bay to Mackerel Beach
Church Point - Elvina Bay-Lovett Bay - Flagstaff L/O - Towlers Bay - The Basin - Palm Beach.
A walk along the western foreshores of Pittwater.
Walk Report:
Water taxi to Elvina North Wharf then a walk to Lovett bay waterfall which was flowing
strongly, then rough track around Lovett bay and up to Flagstaff. Track was in good condition.
Walk over plateau to the Hostel where the manager gave all SBW members an invitation to
their open day. Crossing Towlers Bay was as low tide. Even so water was almost thigh deep at
one point. Old Hostel track to top of plateau joining with Bairne track and then down to the
Basin crossing. Tide had turned and was coming in strongly. This time the wade across the
channel was waist deep. We had a late lunch here looked on by about 8 wallabies. After lunch
we walked along the shoreline and the rough track to Currawong and its 1950‟s style holiday
shacks then around the headland north to Mackerel and the ferry across to palm Beach.
Weather was perfect. Altogether a great day with grand scenery all the time and no leeches,
which had been warned about previously

Roger Tregus
Judy Tent
Phillip Worledge
Nigel Wingate
Julian Martin
Tim Yewdall
Daniela Nica (P)
Jan Mclean

WEEKEND 14-15 MAY – Weekend Walk – M323
Q
34 km
Kanangra-Boyd NP – Mount Cloudmaker and 1000 Man Cave:
Kanangra – Gangerang Range – Mount Cloudmaker – Ti Willa Top – 1000 Man Cave – across
Gingra Creek – (camp near start of Gingra Track) – Gingra Range – Kanangra Tops – Kanangra.
Walk Report:
After a cool and windy Friday night in the Kanangra carpark, we started walking on Saturday
morning with a clear sky and superb vistas. Great walking weather despite a bit of wind
exposure along the Gangerang Range but not too bad because we were in shirtsleeves most of
the time. Stopped for lunch in the sun at the top of the slot through the cliffline adjacent to
1000 Man Cave. We reached Gingra Creek, slightly upstream from its junction with Little
Gingra Creek at approx 4pm. As would be expected in mid May, it was a bit cold and damp at
the Gingra Creek campsite, so we opted to collect water and climb up onto the nearby Gingra
Range to camp. Had a good camp fire with a reasonably mild night. Morning sun soon after
waking on Sunday with an inquisitive robin flitting around. A really pleasant walk up the
Gingra Range along the well known "Gingra Track" which, although little more than a foot pad
at present, used to be a stock route from the Kowmung up to the Boyd Plateau. Reached Coal
Seam Cave at midday before walking across Kanangra Tops to have lunch at Pioneers Prospect
(as named on Dunphy's "Gangerang" sketch map) overlooking Kanangra Deep. Back at the cars
by 2pm before the drive home. Great weather. Superb walking. New and old friends.
WEEKEND 14-15 MAY – Weekend Activity – First Aid Training
Remote Area First Aid Training: - Camp Coutts Waterfall
Apply Basic First Aid (formally Senior First Aid), Apply Advanced First Aid and apply First Aid
in Remote Areas
Activity Report:
Needing to renew my St Johns Senior First Aid early this year I considered the descriptions of
remote area first aid courses available as the focus most standard first aid courses seems to
be, call for help and while making the casualty comfortable after applying DRABCD if
required. OK for the Great North Walk not so good for Ettrema Creek for instance. Some
Remote Area courses focused on communications between a boat at sea or a 4WD in the
outback and medical services to provide medical support by instruction to the first aider. Our
situation is often different. We need to rely on self treatment and rescue in many instances.
The BWRS Remote Area First aid course provides training in this area as well as training in the
use of equipment which may be brought in by medical assistance to a casualty in the field.
SAT 21 MAY – Day Walk – M331
10km
Perrys Lookdown Yoyo Trainer:
Perrys Lookdown - Blue Gum Forest - Du Faurs Buttress - Lockley Pylon - and back!
Walk Report:
After skipping down to the Blue Gum Forest the 600 metre climb up to Lockleys took about an
hour and a quarter before a long lunch with 360 degree views. Peter Hinchy could see back
into his lounge room on Hat Hill Rd. After a quick descent the climb up Perrys took 55 to 60
minutes. Completed the walk by 3pm and home for tea.

Owen Kimberley
Michele Powell
Huw Ap Rees
Wil de Sain (P)
Carol de Sain (P)

David Sheppard (BWRS)
Mark Dabbs (BWRS)
Stephen Brading
Yvonne Brading
Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Emmanuelle Convert
Brendon Anderson
David Bell
Theresa Wannish
Lisa McCarthy

Huw ap Rees
Brendon Anderson (P)
Simon O Brian
Rebecca Lorch
Jason Lorch
Karen Kool
Peter Hinchy

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database.
This can be found by logging in to the Members Area on our website:
http://www.sbw.org.au/
Then follow the link “Historical Walks Record”.
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its‟ inception to the
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the
past! Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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SAT 21 MAY – Day Walk – L332
Q
24km
Berowra - Cowan - Brooklyn:
Starting at Berowra station with option at the end to socialise at cafe/pub in Brooklyn
before catching train back to Berowra.
Walk Report:
After months of training on this track for various endurance events, my plan was to slow down
the pace and enjoy some company and the views for a change. However, my 3 companions
had other ideas and as fog prevented any lengthy stops to admire the views we set a cracking
pace! Eventually the fog lifted so we decided to add in a short walk along the track to Taffy‟s
lookout to show Megan (a new prospective member) the views we had been trying to describe
to her and found a great new spot for an off-track lunch spot. We encountered several lycraclad hazards along the way, including an SBW Member who asked if anyone was going to join
him on his “Marsh mellow”! – be warned Oxfam Trailwalker training is well under way. Ice
cream and coffee made a perfect end to the day and I believe I recruited 2 starters for Six
Foot Track in a Day!

Helen MacDonald
Marina Chan
John Kennett
Megan Setty

SUN 22 MAY – Day Walk – M111
12km
Brisbane Water National Park:
Gosford station – taxi to Girrakool – Leochares Peak – Scopas Peak – Wondabyne station.
Walk Report:
This is a short and easy walk. The weather was fine and mild, ideal for bushwalking. We left
Girrakool picnic area, and followed the foot track southward through the forest on the west
side of Piles Creek until we got onto the Great North Walk at Rat Creek. We continued
southward, and had lunch on a pleasant rocky outcrop near the base of Mt Leochares. From
there we continued to the top of Mt Scopas from where there are attractive views across the
bush down to Mooney Mooney Creek. From Mt Scopas we continued along the tracks to
Wondabyne station, stopping at one point along the way to enjoy some further scenic views
down to Mooney Mooney Creek.

Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Jan Dormor
David Power (P)
Misako Sugiyama
Pamela Irving
Tony Holgate
Wendy Berecry (P)
Nigel Wingate
Nima Zareakht (P)

WEEKEND 21-22 MAY – Weekend Walk – M222
Q
Splendour Rock:
Carlons – Carlon Creek – Black Horse Ridge – Splendour Rock – Mount Mouin – Carlons.
Walk Report:
The walk went without a hitch with (almost) perfect weather, fantastic views and great
company.

Sue Bucknell
Andy Ojong
Lauren Delange
Sabrina Mina
Giacomo Casalicchio
David Doctor
Jo Rhoden
Tyrone Thorn
Graham Byrne
Jan Spencer

WEEKEND 21-22 MAY – Weekend Walk – S232E
14km
Morton NP:
Wog Wog – Corang Peak – Corang Arch – explore Canowie Brook and Burrumbeet Brook –
return.
Walk Report:
We had beautiful weather all weekend for our exploration of the Burrumbeet Brook – Corang
River – Canowrie Brook area. Found a rarely used camp cave to the south of Burrumbeet
Brook. Off track on Sunday morning down to Corang River to look for a big pool on the Corang
River. Unfortunately the bush near the river is very difficult to travel thru due to extremely
thick vegetation. (Described optimistically by Tom as a “good scrub bash!”) This does tend to
make exploration „a bit slow‟. Out before dark!

Melinda Turner
David Trinder
Glen Draper
David Carter
Maureen Carter
Theresa Wannisch
Jodi Dixon
Geoff Boyd
Tom Brennan

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.

All of the Sydney area store staff (Sydney, Chatswood and Miranda) have been honoring this
discount in store and would like to formalize the offer and promote it more actively to SBW club
members.
Club membership is usually $16.50 and entitles members to 10% off all year round as well as
exclusive club nights, early sale notification via an e-newsletter and a biannual award winning
catalogue mailed out.
Make sure that you mention this the next time you are in Paddies!
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WEEKEND 21-22 MAY – Weekend Activity –
Training Weekend at Coolana: - Navigation:
We’ll make use of the brand new rogaining course at the club’s property to work on our
navigation. We’ll brush up on first aid as well and enjoy an evening around the campfire. If
time and numbers permit, we may have a walk on Sunday to perfect navigation in the bush.
Activity Report:
We all met at the top car park at 10 am and made our way down to the shed. We quickly had
the tables and chairs set while the billy was boiling. The following 2 hours were spent talking
about first aid. We had to move the table outside to benefit from the warmth of the sun.
After such an effort we needed lunch that was followed by talks on the basics of navigation.
Mid-afternoon, we moved down to the camping flat, set up camp and went after the not so
elusive bright red petrol containers that are marking the controls of our brand new rogaining
course. There is a fun way of crossing the creek next to number 18. We made it at camp just
before sunset: quite a long day in the bush... Not much distance covered though! We had the
fire going in no time and enjoy a massive happy hour including wine and cheese and all sorts
of delicacies. The night sky was very bright and the wombats aplenty. On Sunday we had a
mini rogaine for 3 hours. 3 teams each chose a different route and discovered some of the
very pretty areas of our property. You have to see some of the cliffs and creeks around
Coolana and doing the rogaining course is one of the best ways to do so. We concluded this
training weekend by navigating our way to the Kangaroo Valley hotel for lunch. A couple of
satin bower birds seem to be residing in the edge row of the beer garden.

Vivien de Rémy
Courcelles
Shahram Landarani
Martin Samocziuk
Annick Boismenu (P)
Genevieve Avery
Derek LeDain (P)
Emmanuelle Convert

SAT 28 MAY – Day Walk – M332E
Q
18km
Blue Mountains NP. Wild Dog Mountains :
Carlons Farm & Creek– upstream along Breakfast Creek – Faithful Hound Ridge – Kennel Flat –
Mt Mouin – Wombat Parade – Warrigal Gap – Mobbs Swamp – Black Horse Ridge – Breakfast
Creek – Carlons Creek & Farm.
Walk Report:
A good day out in the Wild Dogs with no dramas. Ideal late autumn walking weather; a frosty
start then a fine mostly sunny day. A mixture of track and off-track walking, including rockhopping along an infrequently-walked part of Breakfast Creek and the the ascent of Faithful
Hound. After lunch on Mt. Mouin we went across Blackhorse Mountain and onto Warrigal Gap
via Wombat Parade. The last bit of the walk was by torchlight.
SAT 28 MAY – Day Walk – L323E
Katoomba; Narrowneck – 8 passes in a day :
Red Ledge, Mitchells Creek, Black Billy Head, Carlons Chains, Harmil Ledge, Dunphys Pass,
Duncans (Wallaby Parade), Duncans (Tarros Ladders). .
Walk Report:

Chris Dowling
Lynette Preston
David Trinder
Girija Page (P)
Melinda Turner
Rosemary MacDougal

I joined this trip just to see how our leader, Richard, intended to get 8 passes under the belt
in a single day. A tall enough order 3 weeks out from the shortest day of the year. I had
emailed Richard on Thursday with a question about the walk. Friday 9 a.m., and he phones.
I‟m thinking to myself, “A reply by email would have been fine”. Hi Karl, I‟ve twisted ankle
at Footy last night – Could you lead the walk tomorrow? “No Problem” I reply, thinking at the
same time, “This is going to be interesting”.

Karl Miller
Marcia Kaye
Huw Ap Rees
Jason Lorch
Rebecca Lorch
Daniel Laver

Setting off at 7am with a strong party, we were quickly through Redledge and had a tedious
2.5 hr bush bash to Mitchells Crk, each taking a turn at the front. Ascent of the creek is via
the clear ridge on the true RHS, skirt rock slab to the left, gaining height to the cliff line and
traverse right to creek / waterfall. The spiked tree is across the creek 20m back from
waterfall on true LHS. Above the tree, we ascended to the cliff line where the path was
initially clear but degenerated further up Mitchells. Fool‟s Paradise wasn‟t paradise but it
was far from foolish either and good progress was made for a quick lunch at Black Billy‟s.
Here at 451 604, we located the cairned climb down gully, then the abseil cairn on the shelf
below (about 50m E). An 8m abseil sees you to a steep climb down, then the ridge to the fire
trail below. Carlon‟s Head proved no problem but reaching the fire tower it was 4:45 and
with last light at 5:30 we decided discretion was the better part of valor headed back to Cafe
Zuppa for a well earned feed.
Can 8 passes be done in a day? For sure. Route planning and navigation cost us an hour or
more. With longer daylight hours closer to summer it could be done between first and last
light. Who‟s up for it!

The May issue of the Confederation of Bushwalking Clubs Magazine is finally on its way and
should be available by June 20.
It can be downloaded at: http://www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html
Roger, the Editor, will be away for most of July and some of August. So, any content for the August edition
needs to come in ASAP. Please send submissions to Roger as soon as you are able.
For more information contact Gail at admin@bushwalking.org.au
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SUN 29 MAY – Day Walk – L232
Q
Blue Mountains NP :
Carlons Farm – Black Horse Ridge – Kennel Flat – Splendour Rock – Mt Merrimerrigal – Mt
Mouin – Medlow Gap – fire trail – Carlons.
Walk Report:
Great turnout for this walk with many more wait listed. The climb up Black Horse ridge was
the usual heart starter, then on to Mobbs Swamp to check out the cave. We would get a
shower of rain, only to chase it away by donning rain jackets. Lunch at Splendour Rock with
views to Kanangra Walls and the Blue Breaks. Marcia made easy meat of Tommo‟s chains for a
bit of fun. Then off across the Wild Doggies, complete with a couple of scrambles I‟d
conveniently forgotten about. Easy walking back via the fire trail enabled us to relax and have
a chat. Great day out in the bush
SUN 29 MAY – Day Walk – S212
Brisbane Water National Park :
Brooklyn – Water Taxi to Alison Point – The Icicles – Rocky Ponds – Patonga Ridge – Junction
Hill – Spring Beach – Little Wobby – Ferry to Brooklyn.
Walk Report:
The day was cloudy. We had a little light rain during lunch, and again at Little Wobby.
Otherwise the weather was all right. From Brooklyn we took the water taxi to Alison Point,
and made our way off-track up the steep hill to the top of the cliffs, from where there were
fabulous views over Mullet Creek and the lower Hawkesbury River in the area around the rail
bridge. There were many more wonderful views as we continued our way off-track in an
easterly direction along the clifftops high above Hawkesbury River, heading towards the
waterfall on Tank Creek, where we had lunch. After our rain-shortened lunch we went
upstream to Rocky Ponds, and then took the narrow track that wends its way southwards up
onto the heights of Patonga Ridge, high above Hawkesbury River. There was a series of
spectacular views from the clifftops as we continued southwards along the ridge, from where
we made our way down to Spring Beach on a rough track, and then around to Little Wobby to
catch the ferry back to Brooklyn.

Karl Miller
Melanie Freer
Gloria Roberts
Rachel Cornish
Hamish Matheson
Dianne Hurst
Marcia Kaye
Lorraine Mathot
Martin Samociuk
Tim Sutherland
Cvet Jankulovska
John Kennett
Nigel Weaver
Marina Chan
Jan Dormor
Richard Maneschi
Ina van der Merwe(P)
John van der Merwe(P)
Pamela Irving
Chris Miller
David Power (P)
Julian Martin
Ray Blumgart (P)
Lyn Terry
Gill Whitney (P)
Nima Zarbakht (P)
Frances Bertrand
George Bertrand
Terry Moss
Isabelle Moss
Pam Campbell
David Sheppard (BWRS)
Stephen Brading
Yvonne Brading
Vivien de Rémy de
Courcelles
Emmanuelle Convert
Brendon Anderson
David Bell
Theresa Wannish
Lisa McCarthy

WEEKEND 28-29 MAY – Weekend Activity – First Aid Training
Remote Area First Aid Training: - Camp Coutts Waterfall
Apply Basic First Aid (formally Senior First Aid), Apply Advanced First Aid and apply First Aid
in Remote Areas
Activity Report:
The second weekend of training continued the mix of practical and theory including stretcher
construction and transport of patients in the field form the previous weekend. David Bell
picked a particularly realistic spot for our scenario of snakebite to the leg and a broken arm
at the base of a small drop with very little clear space which was occupied by him making our
task of bandaging and splinting more challenging. Hopefully we will not need to use this
training if club activities remain relatively accident free.

BUSHWALKS WANTED FOR SBW SPRING PROGRAM 2011
What bushwalking ideas do you have?
We are so lucky in Sydney. We can easily walk in the mountains close by, in parks that thread their way
into the suburbs of Sydney, along beaches, through rainforest covered mountain ranges or our awe
inspiring Alps.
Those walks you have always wanted to do, those walks others would love to do, SBW needs your help!
We need all trips; easy through to hard. There is also room for trips that look at history, cultural or
environmental issues. Or maybe a gourmets walk!
The Spring Program is now being compiled;
get those walks to Tony as soon as possible.
Tony Holgate
02 9943 3388 (h) / 0434 968 793 (m)/ activities@sbw.org.au
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The Midweek Walkers
Bill Holland
The Mid Week Walkers are an informal gathering of people in SBW who find the time to enjoy walking,
cycling and kayaking during the quiet times of the week.
The range of activities caters for all abilities with emphasis on a more relaxed style of walking. Some even
prefer to spend at least part of the time back at base reading, bird watching or just relaxing in the
outdoors. In most cases you can join us for all or any part of the Monday to Friday events, but we need to
know you are coming.
If you would like to be added to our Midweek Walkers mailing list please let me know by contacting Bill
Holland 4296 3084 or by email to billholland@bigpond.com

All is going well with the Midweek walking Group. So far we have had a
great time at Violet Hill (February) Myola (March) Bielany (April) and more
recently Yarrangobilly Caves in May.
Yarrangobilly, in particular was very enjoyable. Twelve of us attended.
Each day presented an opportunity to view a new cave or a walk in the
very scenic bush.
The latter half of the week was cold after a heavy snow fall on Tuesday
night but the snow covered bush gave a promise of winter yet to come.
The accommodation was extremely good. We had booked both eastern
and western wings. Each couple or person had a separate room - there
were three bathrooms, two kitchens and two lounge areas. Plenty of
room for eating together and just socializing.
As I understand it, all who attended want to return for another visit – so I
may repeat this trip next year.
In June we have a “Final Farewell to Robyn‟s farm - a good social occasion
with plenty of gathering around a roaring fire which is the sensible thing
to in Bathurst in June!
Now, looking ahead, in July we have booked a holiday house very close to
the beach and bushland at Woolgoolga, just north of Coffs Harbour.
By The Beach – at Woolgoolga 18th – 22nd July
This is a house on Arrawarra Headlands, very close to the beach and
within easy distance of Wedding Bells National Park. Opportunities for
whale watching from the headland or walking in bushland – or just
relaxing and enjoying the sun. Costs are low due to the time of the year.
There is limited accommodation (eight people) so early booking is
required with $50/head deposit. Transport assistance may be possible.
Also, last month I suggested a group visit to Fraser Island in either August
or September and noted that this would be an opportunity to visit this
world famous area without paying heavy tourist resort charges. Two dates
come to mind: 6th – 13 August or 28th August to 3rd September. The plan
is to drive to Rainbow Beach stay at a motel one night then bus across to
tent camp at Central Station camping ground for four nights.
As an alternative, there is the camping ground at O'Reilly's (Green
Mountain) on the Queensland border. Another suggestion for September
is to hire a paddlewheel boat on the Hawkesbury River but this would
require advance commitment and up-front payment. Also, perhaps we
could Return to Currawong on the Pittwater as this has now been sold
back as a State park.
In October and November we plan another visit to Myall Lakes and to
Dunns Swamp. Very suitable locations as the weather warms up.
If you are interested in joining us for any of the above,
please contact Bill Holland 4296 3084 or by email to billholland@bigpond.com.
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Coolana Report
Don Finch
March 10th to 14th 2011 Reunion time the area around the tool shed was mowed to clear weeds particularly
fleabane. The blower was used to clear the shelter shed inside and out and tracks until it stopped with ignition
failure it has since been replaced. A tree that fell across the road above the shelter shed was cut up on Saturday
morning JIT for Frank Rigby to go past. Twelve eucalyptus trees were planted on the Eastern Flat near the second
water tank.
There is a long term plan to grow trees at Coolana to eventually shade out weeds to some extent and to revegetate
the flats with native trees and scrubs. The remnant rain forest canopy in the creek has been extended with suitable
plants while the sloping areas along the river have been planted with casuarinas while further away a variety of
other suitable trees have been planted. Consideration has been given to leaving some flatter areas to camp on
while the sloping ground is at the top of the list for planting sites. The number of trees already planted is in the
order of eight hundred plants and many more are needed. The Coolana budget was extended to accelerate the rate
of plantings this year and as a consequence plans were made to plant one hundred trees during May. Enough
continuous tube material to cut tree guards to length from was brought from Riverstone, two hundred star posts
were picked up from Kangaroo Valley and ninety seven trees were delivered from Jamberoo Native Nursery, all of
this was at Coolana on Friday 6th May.
Thursday 5th May, Phil and Don arrived at Coolana at 8:30AM with the fully loaded trailer. The load included the
repaired brush cutter and the new leaf blower. Ros and Paul arrived minutes later and Barry within the hour. The
trailer was unloaded and camp set up in the car park. The NPWS ranger on fox bait patrol informed us that the new
type injector bait stations are expected to be available and installed by the middle of the year. With the trailer
empty a trip was made into Kangaroo Valley where the two hundred star posts were loaded and brought back to the
car park ready for Greg and Libby with their 4 x 4 to take down the hill on Saturday morning. Ros started the round
eternal of weeding in general and tending the new trees in particular. Paul serviced all of the machinery and fitted
the sharpened blades to the brush cutters. Phil and Barry made a start on chain sawing logs on the Eastern Flat an
occupation that mostly kept them busy over the five days we were there. Don in the mean time went to Jamberoo
to select the trees and after a trip to the fortune teller in Kiama paid cash for same plus fifty dollar for a deliver
the next day to Coolana.
Friday morning the weather was glorious as it was most of the five days, Ros continued with weeding, spot spraying
and tending trees. Paul made up his version of a horizontal la guillotine and started cutting the guards. Phil and
Barry moved along to cut up the fallen logs near the Quakers gate and slowly moved back along the flat chain
sawing as they went. After lunch Paul started brush cutting the sites chosen to plant out with the trees.
Notification having been given to Nowra Fire Control several log piles were lit, they were slow to burn as there has
been a lot of rain. Late in the day Warren from Sutherland Bushies arrived to give us a hand. We had a pleasant
camp fire but I was a bit apprehensive that I had overestimated what we could achieve with the plantings; Paul
added to my apprehension saying he could not see it working out.
Saturday up early to find that Shahram had arrived during the night. Greg and Libby arrived at 8:30am and after a
cuppa hitched up the trailer with the seven hundred kilograms of star posts behind their 4x4 and took it down the
hill. They then went back for the trees which were brought down in a particular order. While Paul cut the last of
the guards those already cut were tied up in bundles of ten and carried over to the Eastern Flat. The star posts prewired in bundles of ten were also man handled over, Barry and Shahram devising a rope carrying contrivance while
Phil using up more horsepower went for the shoulder approach. Shahram‟s friends Sanaz and Reza arrived they
were introduced and quickly joined in the work. As the trees arrived they were also carried over. The sites selected
had a star post with a system of colored tape attached; the code was left on a tree just onto the flat. Orange tape
meant that the area was to be cleared for planting, white tape meant put ten guards and twenty star posts at that
site, blue tape meant put ten Eucalyptus saligna x botryoides, green tape put five Ficus coronata, pink tape put
five Glochidion ferinandi and red tape put five Syzygium paniculatum. After planting the individual trees were
similarly marked with the appropriate colour tape tied to the guard. By eleven o‟clock all of the materials and an
assortment of tools were on the flat. Teams were selected and a start made. The brawn dug the holes; the brains
prepared the hole with attention to depth and added water saver crystals, put in the plant checking depth and
back filling the hole. The brawn carried the water the brains mixed it with seasol and watered in the plant then
moved off to the next hole. Meanwhile the brawn drove in the star posts at the correct distance apart to fit the
guard using a template made for the job then fitted the guard and follow on to the next hole. The brains were
generally prettier than the brawn. Before the teams had hit their stride it was noon, lunch time, we repaired to the
car park for a well deserved rest and lunch and a beer.
After lunch the planting teams went back to work and Paul continued clearing with the brush cutter. The water
tank was already below half way and the creek was flowing so the small pump was connected and flow established
in the pipe line but not as far as the tank, just to the hole slashed in it previously by a weed clearing brush cutter.
A spare joiner was found a billy boiled and with a big push from Greg all was fixed. With about five litres per tree
required there was a lot of water to carry around. The President arrived during the afternoon. Knock off time was
at 4pm and as the time approached the last of the guards were put over the trees. It was mostly completed, a
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Coolana Report cont.
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mighty effort and it was very pleasing to realize that it had been done in a day by eleven people. A mass exodus to
the car park followed with some people getting lifts in the Forester or the 4x4 as we were planning to leave the car
park at 4:30pm to walk out to Dot Butler‟s lookout. At the appointed time we left and with her grandson Leo Butler
in the party we arrived at Dot‟s lookout to view the sunset and consider the privilege. Ian took the opportunity to
bestow honorary membership and pin a club badge on non member Ros Kerrigan in recognition of her long service
at Coolana and assistance to the club, to members and prospective members dating back to the late sixties. Happy
hour around the campfire drifted into dinner around the campfire and into after dinner around the camp fire all
rather pleasant really.
On Sunday Ros and Shahram were left to put the final touches on the newly planted trees. Four mowers two brush
cutters and one of the chain saws were taken over to the Eastern Flat all were put to use. While those people
without a machine stacked the cut logs against the stumps ready for burning. The cobblers pegs that had not been
cut down in February had grown into fully mature plants now dead drying and full of seeds and starting to fall over,
some nearly three meter long! The brush cutters and the utility mowers reduced them to mulch but the seed bed is
now enormous and will require a lot of work in the spring to keep it under control. Multi pack spraying, brush
cutting, mowing, money, labour, time, effort and planning over the many growing months of next season will be
required. The weeds on the steeper slopes were not touched and the flowering lantana well up the slope will have
to wait for another time. Ros noted the wild tobacco under the transmission line and into the Quakers area these
weeds like a lot of other weeds have been worked on before. The reader should by now realize that this is
definitely a work in progress and these weeds will have to be addressed over and over again for years to come.
Reading these Coolana report some people may be doubtful that the Sydney Bush Walker can succeed in
rehabilitation their piece of the bush. In 2003 Wilf Hilder and I tried to walk along the Eastern Flat it was
impossible because of the weeds. I came back with a chainsaw, followed by others with brush cutters and mowers.
The photos below are taken from a sites within a few meters of each other looking west the first in 2003 the second
in May 2011, anybody who tries soon learns that it is a hard road but if you keep at it there are rewards. I think we
can say that SBW has sorted out their piece of bush.
The numerous loose rocks are a hazard to the mowers and a mental note has been made to pick them up and put
them in the hole seventy meters past the second water tank. About two hours for two people with the big wheel
barrow, humm. Then the sticks!
On Monday continuing our policy to wear out the old blokes first Rick was saddled up with the brush cutter and then
he cleared the slopes around the casuarinas planted earlier this year. The other five people continued with various
jobs until 1pm when we bolted for lunch pack up and home arriving at Forestville about 6 pm. Barry was left in
charge of the only fire still burning and after putting this out and filling the water tanks he came home on Tuesday.
A great effort by Ros Kerrigan, Phil Butt, Barry Wallace, Paul Kerrigan, Shahram Landrani, Libby and Greg Beaman,
Rick Angel, Leo Butler, Warren Mizon, Shahram‟s friends Sanaz & Reza and Ian Wolfe.

Online Newsletters and Magazines
Members can log in to the members area of the website and download newsletters and magazines from there.
We also have a project underway to progressively put up past issues.
At the moment the newsletters and magazines from 2008 are currently available.
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„Lighten Up‟
Karl Miller
So I've arrived at campsite utterly exhausted, not a minute too soon. All day I've been dropping my pack to the
ground the instant a break was called and cringing as I heave it on my shoulders again. The hills were sooooo
steep and we walked eight whole hours. How on Earth will I do it all again tomorrow?
I look around, shattered, as the rest of the party start to make camp. Well at least I have decent boots,
looking at the leader in canvas shoes with socks poking out of holes. Where did I put the moleskin, the
strapping tape and the lancing needles for these damn blisters!
Glancing to my right right I notice a poor old Granny - so poor she can't even afford a tent. Looks like she's
using a sheet draped between two trees and what's that? A bit of foam for a mattress! Well I'll be comfy in
my two man MSR, on my Exped down mattress and cozy warm in my expedition grade -25C sleeping bag that
nice man at the camping shop sold me. Mind you I'm so buggered I can't face the thought blowing up that
Exped at the moment let alone finding somewhere to put up my tent!
And look at that turkey - obviously thought we were doing a day walk with a pack that small. My 75L pack
felt great once I had all those straps adjusted - it only took half the day to figure them out - really comfy
with that blow up doodah in the small of my back. Carries the load well, just like the nice guy said it would.
Now where's my jetboil, jeans and deodorant? Doubt I'll have a chance to read War & Peace, I'll be so tired!
OK - so it's a bit OTT but most of us have been there, feeling exhausted and wanting to crawl away and die at the
end of a day. But there is another option - Lighten up!!!
Attack the big three! You will find the biggest savings here. My big three come to 2kg.
Left: This frameless pack (600g,
38L internal + 17L pockets) was
sufficient for a wet Tassie trip
including 12 days food!
Right: A simple tarp, mylar G/S
and ridgerest mat. Good enough
for 700km on the AAWT, then
good enough for a night in the
Blue Mt

Backpack - Use a 30 - 40L pack. Try a frameless at 600g, typically from cottage industry suppliers in the USA (ULA,
Gossamer Gear). Or try a small frame pack around 1kg. There is nothing like 35L to focus the mind on minimizing
what you take and what you leave behind (Check the lightweight ranges of Osprey, Macpac, and One Planet).
Shelter - use a fly and groundsheet and leave the tent behind. Aim for approx 600g or less. Emergency blankets
make great groundsheets at 50g.
Sleep System - It is worth spending some dosh on your sleeping bag and mat. You CAN get a reliably rated zero
degree bag for < 600g. Buy a bag made from 300g of 850 - 900 fill power down and light weight materials. Check
the Ultralight offerings from Mont Bell, Marmot, Western Mountaineering and One Planet.
For a sleeping mat save weight and use a 3/4 length mat. Place spare clothes or pack under feet if it is cold. If you
are a hardy sort, then a 3/4 ridge rest or closed cell foam pad is approx 200g. If you have the cash the NeoAir is
very comfy. The 3/4 ProLite is a good compromise.
Warmth - Next add a kilo of clothes - comprising thermal top and bottom, 100 weight fleece and a light weight
insulating jacket. A beanie, light thermal gloves and a sun hat round it out.
Rain gear. - There are good lightweight options; do your research and minimize zips and pockets. Cheap PU
trousers work fine in the few instances when waterproof trousers are required.
Shoes - Boots aren't required when your pack weighs 7kg. Try trail runners.
Other - be ruthless, don't take it, double use it, and take the lightest option.
Food – 700g-800g / day will do it. Remove all foil and unnecessary packaging
Water - A 4L wine skin is a great option, I carry a soft drink bottle for trail use. Learn how much you need for the
conditions, everyone is different but you needn't carry excessive amounts.
See the articles by Kenn and myself in the resource section of the SBW website for more details. And this article
for ten UL tips from BackPackingLight's Mike Clelland. Tips #1 and #10 combined are priceless.
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Coolana May Bush Care Weekend
The recent Work Bee was very successful, with 12 Members in attendance and also a Member from Sutherland
Bushwalkers - over 100 Saplings were planted, weeds mowed, dead trees felled and numerous other tasks
conducted - the Eastern Flat is looking very good - a Member can personally attest that the population of the rare
Broad Headed Snake has at least one large and very healthy member.............&^%$#!!!

Broad headed
snake
(Hoplocephalus
bungaroides)
See
http ://e n.wikiped
ia.org/wiki/Bro ad
-Heade d_S nake

After the day had warmed up, the snake was apparently attracted by the smells resulting from the mown grass, and
the prospects of ready unconcealed prey.
At Dusk, at the Dot Butler Lookout, the President conferred Honorary Membership on Ros Kerrigan and presented
her with her SBW badge, witnessed by the assembled Members. - We were rewarded by a Salmon Pink "Mackerel
Cloud" Sky (and celebrated with "Happy Hour")
The next Bush Care weekend will be on 25-26 June and provides further opportunities to “plant your own tree”

The Paddling Handbook Has Completed Its “Pilot”
Period and Been Finalized
The Paddling Handbook and other documents were created by the “Paddling Working Group” and Subject Matter
Experts in the Club last spring. It was then trialed over the summer period till ANZAC Day and various
enhancements captured. In addition, feedback from Paddlers in the Club has been sourced and incorporated. This is
reflected in the latest “Published” Version of the Handbook, which is available in our Members area of the Web Site
at: http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-documents-and-forms.seo . Going forward, we will conduct an
annual review to ensure that the Handbook remains current and useful to Members.
SBW Committee / 7 June 11

The Long and Winding Road has come to an End
In order to ensure that the Members have a rich, exciting and safe opportunity to engage in Canyoning trips, some
time ago your Committee instituted the “Canyoning Pathway” to mentor and up skill existing Leaders to join the
pinnacle (or is it Depth?) of Trip Leadership, in the form of the elite few known as “SBW Canyoning Leaders” (many
aspire, few are called, less achieve).
This year we have seen Tom Brennan and Richard Pattison become endorsed on the basis of their considerable
prior experience and competencies (what‟s a Peak here or there). However, the first pair to fully progress through
the pathway have just completed the journey. Congratulations to Terry Moss and Rod Wales for being the first
graduates! May you have a long and wet career as Canyoning Leaders!
In spring, the next iteration will commence, and we encourage aspirant Canyoning Leaders to consider commencing
the Pathway.
We also wish to congratulate Owen Kimberly for recently becoming accredited as a Sea Kayaking Instructor with
the relevant Canoeing Associations, and as a roll on (sic), as an SBW endorsed Leader for all types of Paddling Trips.
Owen has recently run a very successful workshop for Club Members to impart the art of Eskimo Rolling and
“recovering” in Ocean/Tidal conditions.
The SBW Committee
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Anonymous Donations
Members should be aware that, over the years, a significant number of Members have made sizable Donations and
Bequests to support and accelerate the conservation work at Coolana. Often these contributions have been openly
made, and thus allowed these Members to be thanked publicly. However, for a range of reasons, some Members
have elected to contribute anonymously. We understand and respect such decisions, yet it does make it hard to
specifically say “Thank you very much”.
Members are advise that one such Member has recently provided $800 to purchase a new and powerful “self
propelled” Mower (not a “ride on”). Those people who have used such a Mower will attest to the dramatic benefits
of such a device, and the significant reduction in physical effort to control/direct the Mower, as well the massive
increase in productivity.
This latest addition brings this person‟s total contributions to over $4,500. The Committee wishes to publicly thank
this Member, on behalf of the Club, for their foresight and great generosity.
We would also request that other Members consider making such Donations, (and or provision for Bequests). These
can either be made publicly or anonymously, whichever people are comfortable with.
In this vein, the Committee is finalizing the wording of a number of proposed potential amendments to the Club‟s
Constitution. These will be put to Members in due course (Q3/4).
These will include re-inserting the equivalent of the provisions of the previous North Era Trust to cover the issue of
the ongoing financial support of Coolana. This to specify in the Constitution, that funds donated for the support of
Coolana can only be used for that purpose. Also, that Coolana is to be used for camping, conservation and skills
enhancements. That either of these two clauses can only be amended via the calling of a Special General Meeting
(requires 21 days formal notice) and the passage of a Motion via a 75% majority i.e. difficult to “undo” these
clauses. The effect of these amendments would be to significantly secure the future and financial position of
Coolana.
Regards,
The Committee

Interested In Contributing to Confederation?
The Confederation of NSW Bushwalking Clubs is the peak New South Wales organization for non-commercial
bushwalking and associated outdoor recreation activities. It is a confederation of individual Bushwalking Clubs
across the State of NSW, and was formed in 1932 to represent the interests of member Bushwalking Clubs. The NSW
Confederation is in turn a member of the National body Bushwalking Australia (and one of our members, Wilf
Hilder, is the Deputy Delegate for NSW and serves on the BAI Council). The Minutes of their AGM can be found at:
http://www.bushwalkingaustralia.org/publications_annualreports.html
Its function is to perform services that enable the efficient functioning of member clubs. They promote the
adoption of sound environmental conservation practices, inform our member clubs about relevant Tracks and
Access issues, promote Inter-club social activities, engage in safety training etc. Refer to
http://www.bushwalking.org.au/
Confederation has a Committee, and over the years SBW has been well represented on the Committee with many of
our Members having held executive positions (including President – Gordon Lee and Wilf Hilder). The current roles
are indicated at http://www.bushwalking.org.au/Officers.html . The Minutes of its Committee and Annual General
Meetings can be found at: http://www.bushwalking.org.au/~documents/ConfederationMinutes/
Confederation conducts its elections in August each year as part of the AGM and the process is contained in Section
18 of the Constitution, refer: http://www.bushwalking.org.au/~documents/ . It is important that SBW‟s voice is
heard at Confederation and that lobbying at the State level is in the interest of our Club. Can Members please
consider standing for an appropriate role? Feel free to contact any of our current Confederation Delegates to
discuss the matter (David Trinder, Wilf Hilder, Jim Callaway and Spiro Haginiktas), and to advise the SBW
Committee so that we can appraise orchestrating support and a block vote!

Have you seen the latest Colong Foundation Bulletin?
If not, you can download it from the Colong Foundation website at:
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
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Congratulations Helen!!!!

Respect! Our very own Helen MacDonald, last month swapped bush for rock and sand, completing the Marathon des
Sables, in Morocco. Billed as the toughest footrace on Earth, they may just be right.
Helen covered the 251km (in sections of 33, 38, 38, 82, 42, 18 km) run over 6 days in a total of 49hrs. 2nd AU
female. 19th Veteran women overall. She had to carry everything for the duration apart from a tent (food,
clothes, medical kit, sleeping bag etc). Water was strictly rationed at each checkpoint.
Mid-day temperatures reached 50C across uneven rocky, stony ground as well as 20% in sand dunes. The heat,
distance and sand took their toll on Helen's feet with toe nails lost and infected blisters as her Face book page will
attest. Had a howling sandstorm all day 2. The 4th day was a gruelling 82k. Setting off at 0900 it was the early
hours of the next day before a well earned rest could be taken. Then a 42km Marathon the following day!!
Awesome effort Helen; and she is backing it up with North Face 100k on 14th May (with no preparation - yeah
right!)
Karl Miller

Clare and Karl Complete Mittagong to Katoomba over Easter

Never ones to do it the easy way, Clare and Karl took on Coolrunnings 'Southern Blue Mountains Traverse' over
Easter. A 190k, +/-8000m, version of the M2K that diverts from Scotts Main range to Kanangra Walls, then crosses
the 3 Peaks before heading to Katoomba via Jenolan Caves and the 6 Foot Track. Attempted 3 times previously,
this was the first successful completion of the route. Although aiming for a non stop 60 hour target, poor weather
dictated a day‟s diversion to 100 Men Cave. Still 3.6 days for the 190k route wasn't too shabby

For Sale
Outdoor Research "Sombrero Hat" black $50 ono
Size Medium
$50 ono
http://www.mountaingear.com/pages/product/product.asp/imanf/Outdoor+Research/ide
sc/Seattle+Sombrero+Hat/Store/MG/item/209185/N/0
Please contact Jason Lorch at lorchio@hotmail.com

Do you still receive a hard copy of the SBW magazine and walks program?
Printing costs for the 2010 magazines were $7.753. We need to reduce this expense.
Please consider converting to electronic receipt of the magazines and walks programs.
If you would like to do so please advise Ken Yeok Williams, our database manager.
Ken can be contacted at databasemanager@sbw.org.au
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Two New Books on the Blue Mountains
Jim Smith
One of the pleasures of being an author is receiving letters from readers who have been inspired by your books.
One such letter that I treasure is from' Joe'. He wrote this after reading my book "The Blue Mountains Mystery
Track-Lindeman Pass":
...a repetition of the joy I got out of your "Six Foot Track" book... your books are full of the spirit of walking
in our Mountains-there is an enthusiasm and pure joy beyond the written words, that filters through and
fills me with the vastness of the Mountains.
The true subject of my books has always been what is "beyond the written words". Special interest books on the
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal history and environment of the Blue Mountains are not commercial propositions that
can be sold through bookshops. Den Fenella Press relies on direct sales of limited editions to people who love the
Blue Mountains. These are a pleasure to look at and hold, and convey some of the "vastness of the Mountains".
People who are prepared to pay for these books prior to publication are 'publishing partners' rather than just
customers.
Below are details of the new books. Only a few hundred copies of each will be printed. I will take orders from
members of the Society for three weeks after the distribution of this newsletter.

The Six Foot Track: Journeys 1887-2000
The Six Foot Track, a 42km walking track in the Blue Mountains, between Katoomba & Jenolan Caves, is a challenge
that has attracted many thousands of people since its opening in 1884. Some of these walkers and horse riders
recorded their experiences of adventures and humorous incidents, as well as their recollections of the people they
met, the scenery and the Jenolan Caves. Published in 1985, my first book on the Six Foot Track: "From Katoomba to
Jenolan Caves" included all the accounts by travelers on the track that I had found up to that time. This new book
includes 20 new tales and many previously unpublished historical images. The cultural significance of the track,
and its changing environment, to both Aboriginal and non Aboriginal people is discussed.
Some of the accounts in this book are from previously unpublished diaries (including the first publication of Lady
Carrington's diary from 1887) and others are reprinted for the first time from obscure books, newspaper and
magazine articles.
This book is available in two editions. The special edition has some of the photos in colour or sepia and clearer
definition of the black-and-white historical images.

Gungarlook
If you have ever been to the McMahon's Point Lookout, out from Wentworth Falls, or the Burragorang lookout, out
from Oakdale, and wondered about the Aboriginal people who lived in the awesome and mysterious Burragorang
Valley, this book will give you some of their history
In 1991, I published "Aborigines of the Burragorang Valley" the first history of the Gundungurra people who lived in
the valley which now forms the main catchment for Sydney's water supply. The book included a short section on
the Aboriginal Riley family. When Ivy Brookman (née Riley), who grew up in the Burragorang Valley at Gungarlook
farm, read this, she began to write to me about her family stories and genealogies. She eventually produced, over
a 12 year period, more than 5000 pages. I have edited these to produce a history of the largest family of living
Gundungurra descendants. Ivy is the great granddaughter of Dundowra or George Riley (c1833-1906) whose
descendants lived in the Burragorang until it was evacuated in the mid 1950s.
Ivy and her sister are the last surviving people who lived on an Aboriginal reserve in the Burragorang Valley. Her
fascinating reminiscences of life in the lost valley are complemented with archival research on the Rileys from my
doctoral thesis.
George Riley was one of the first Aboriginal people to vote in NSW elections and was involved in one of the first
Aboriginal land claims in the State. His eldest son John Riley is one of the heroes of the book, surviving very
difficult times to raise a large family, while continuing to care for the cultural sites of his people.
Ordering details.
1. Six Foot Track-black-and-white edition-- $20.
2. Six Foot Track-colour edition-- $30.
3. Gungarlook-$25.
All prices include GST and postage. Books are available by mail order only from Jim Smith, 65 Fletcher St
Wentworth Falls, NSW, 2782. Payment by cheque or money order only, made out to Jim Smith. Receipts issued
and books signed on request.
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Trek for Timor
Ian Wolfe
Members,
Whilst walking at Easter on the rim of Kangaroo Valley, we ran into 4 demonstrably fit and able Bushwalkers whilst
ascending Mt Carrialoo. In the course of the ensuing conversation it emerged that they were “Locals” who belonged
to an informal bushwalking group, who had traversed a large number of the potential routes around KV over the
years
Subsequent interaction, by phone and email, has led us to be connected with the local walking Guru, who has been
writing up trips for the last 40 yrs.
We have given him a copy of “101 Things to do at or from Coolana”, and in exchange, he has provided details on a
large number of additional trips and the contact details for the local Land Owners. These will be incorporated in an
enhanced edition of “101 Things to do at or from Coolana” in due course
Their Convener has also asked about our membership process, so we may acquire some “Locals”
They have additionally indicated that they will advise us of when they are doing walks in the area (and that we
would be welcome to join them)
To commence this process, they have provide details of a Charity endurance walk they are running in 24 September
to raise funds for a village in Timor

There are 14, 37 and 48 km options, through some very spectacular scenery on the rim of Kangaroo Valley (and yes,
the route is “run able”). More information is available at: http://www.kvrp.org.au/page1/page1.html
Please see if you can attend, and spend the night at Coolana. It would be good if someone can put their hand up to
be a Convener on behalf of SBW (to organize transport etc). Please contact the Trips Secretary to nominate for
such a role.

New Website – debunking myths about Wilderness
http://wildernesstruths.com/
Over the last thirty years the meaning of the word „wilderness‟ has changed, and it has come under sustained
attack on philosophical, cultural, political and „justice‟ grounds. Why has this happened? Why have wilderness
campaigns drastically slowed? Why do some people no longer use the term? How has the term become so confused?
What could be done to reduce this confusion? This site deals with 21 myths involved in the „Wilderness Knot‟ – the
confusion and tangled meanings around „wilderness‟. It responds with the truths that answer these myths.
Wilderness definition
The International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources has defined wilderness as:
A large area of unmodified or slightly modified land, and/or sea, retaining its natural character and influence,
without permanent or significant habitation, which is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural
condition.

Gear Donated to the Club
One of our long term Members, Gretel Woodward (who is also an “Honorary Active” Member), is “hanging up her
Boots”. She has graciously donated her Pack, Sleeping Bag and Billy to the Club, to be added to the loan pool of
gear. The New Members Secretary will use these items to Assist Prospectives in “getting together the necessary” to
be able to go on their overnight Q Walk. As such, Gretel‟s donation will materially contribute to the ongoing health
and vitality of the Club. Thus, on behalf of the entire Membership “Gretel - Thank you very much!”
The Committee
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Kangaroo Valley Culinary Cuisine Guide
When you are at Coolana and you can‟t face the „Dehyds‟ anymore, there is hope:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a)
b)

c)
d)

8.

“The World Famous Pie Shop” located in the old Post Office Building at Upper Kangaroo Valley (2kms up the
rd from the Bridge), this shop sells a delicious range of flaky pastry Pies of all descriptions. They also sell
gourmet Ice Creams and a range of interesting soft drinks from less well known breweries. You can eat your
selection sitting on the Porch, or out the back in the quieter garden, whilst taking in the wonderful Sandstone
Escarpment views. (*** and 2 Hats).
Kangaroo Valley Country Club (1km short of Coolana on the left). They are open Friday and Saturday on
normal weekends, and extra nights on holiday weekends. The restaurant seats 100 and you are advised to
book on 02 4465 1131. Entrees from $20 and mains from $30 with a mix of Australian and SE Asian cuisines they also have a fairly good wine cellar – dress is “smart casual” (**** and 2 Hats).
http://www.kangaroovalleygolf.com.au/restaurant.aspx
Bowling Club “Skyline Restaurant” – when you turn off Kangaroo Valley Rd onto the Mt Scanzi Rd to get to
Coolana, the turn off to the “Bowlo” is almost immediately on your left (30m). Drive up the road and turn left
into the large dirt car park. The food is excellent and very reasonably priced. If you have a large group it‟s
well worth making a reservation (**** and 3 Hats). As it sits on a small hill above the Village, the view is also
pretty good. (02) 4465-1175
Kangaroo Valley Pub – in the main street on the N side in an old Sandstone Building – car parking on the E side
out the back. It provides quite nice traditional Pub food, usually with a seafood option (from the Nowra/Jervis
Bay fishermen) as well a Kid‟s servings. It has an indoor Bistro area, and quite a nice outdoor section looking
over the paddocks (** and 1 Hat). (02) 4465-1133
“Jing Jo” Thai Restaurant – on the North side of the Bridge on the right. Fairly plush inside, and has quite
nice dishes with some interesting specials. They have a good white wine list. Dress is definitely “smart casual”
and it‟s a bit Bohemian/Arty. (02) 4465-1314
Cambewarra Lookout Cafe – on a clear day this is a 5 Star view – they open at 9am on weekends and 10 am
during the week till 5pm – they do Brunches, Lunches, Morning and Afternoon Teas. This includes a number of
specials and great scones for Devonshire Teas (cooked on the premises). Have a post prandial walk around the
gardens to enjoy the view, and to ponder the Hang Glider Launching site, and more especially, the landing
point.... (** and 2 Hats).
Kangaroo Valley Pie Shop – in the main street opposite the Pub – it sells a range of very scrumptious “baked
on the premises” pies and cakes, and does a reasonable cappuccino. There are tables and best of all, a bench
seats with a counter overlooking the road, so you can appraise the passer‟s by.
Other venues, which are yet to be sampled (please send in reviews) can be found at:
http://www.kangaroovalleytourist.asn.au/dir/cafes and include:
Hampden’s In The Valley - Breakfast, lunch and dinner 5 days a week from 9am (closed Wed and Thurs). (02)
4465-2306, 146 Moss Vale Road Cafe Bella – Breakfasts, lunches & dinners with Mediterranean cuisine, BYO.
Open for breakfast and lunch Thursday to Sunday. Dinner: Friday, Saturday and Sunday. (02) 4465-1660, 151
Moss Vale Road The local Winery is 11 kms along Upper Kangaroo River Rd up on the side of the escarpment
with a good view: ph 02 4465 1165 http://www.yarrawaestate.com/ -– they do a Ploughman‟s Lunch with a
glass of wine for $20 on Saturday & Sunday (and are also a start finish point for the Parrish Pass walk)
Kangaroo Valley Estate doesn‟t have cellar sales but orders can be made via: www.kangaroovalleyestate.com
and 02 4465 2535
Other wineries to/from Nowra/Berry include (i.e. visit via a Cycle trip?):
a.
www.lyrebirdridgewinery.com.au
b. www.cambewarraestate.com.au
c.
www.thesilos.com
d. www.morrellis.com.au
“Coolana Pot Luck” – wander down to the camp fire ring, plonk whatever you have on the table (clink), and
declare that it‟s all for the common pool, and you are available to “muck in”. Before you can say “Thanks,
that’s a nice drop of Red” a “Loaves and Fishes” miracle will have occurred, and you will end up with a
gourmet meal. Damper cooked in the coals is a specialty (**** and 3 Hats!).

Be warned, that at the Reunion, there is a serious risk of overeating (there are also apparently fish in the
Lake, which are fairly easy to catch from the river banks at Coolana, but as a license is apparently required
by “the Officials”, we can only report this as a rumor).
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Summary of Policy Coverage effective from 30 June 2010
Public Liability Policy - Activities:
The list of activities covered includes Bushwalking, Recreational Walking, Walking, Track/Hut Construction and
Maintenance, Caving, Canyoning, Liloing, Abseiling, Alpine Walking (summer & winter), Snow Skiing, Canoeing,
Kayaking, Boating, Rafting, Swimming, Cycling, Rock Scurrying and use of hand held ropes and safety belay
equipment as part of a Bushwalk, Caving, Orienteering, Rogaining, Rescue and Leader Training and other related
instructions, Voluntary Work for various Charities and not for profit organisations.
The activities which are not covered under the Liability Policy include Rock Climbing, Mountaineering, Water
Skiing, and Animal Riding.
Limit of Liability
General Liability
Product Liability
Errors & Omissions

$20,000,000 any one Occurrence
$20,000,000 any one Occurrence and in the aggregate
$5,000,000

Personal Accident Insurance
The Policy provides cover for members of Insured Clubs who sustain injury whilst engaged in an authorized activity
of the club, or in direct travel to or from that activity.

Schedule of Benefits
Capital Benefits (Death & Permanent Total Disablement) $50,000
(Benefit limited to $10,000 for members aged 85-95 years)
Weekly Benefits – Injury (Loss of Income) (Benefits payable are subject to 80% of pre-injury earnings to a maximum
of $500 per week- Period of Benefit – 52 weeks.
Benefits payable limited to 26 weeks for members aged 85-95 years)
Sub-Limits of Liability apply under the Policy and include – Out of Pocket including Injury Assistance Expenses
(Reimbursement of expenses is subject to 80% of expenses incurred to a maximum of $150 per week following an
Elimination Period of 7 days).
Non Medicare Medical Expenses Reimbursement $2,000 (Non Medicare medical expenses reimbursement is limited
to 80% of expenses incurred and an Excess of $100 per claim)
Due to the effect of these clauses, the club recommends that all Members closely consider having their own
Ambulance Insurance cover (most Medical Health Insurance schemes offer a level of coverage) and that you are
clear on the level of coverage outside of NSW. Please consider your personal circumstances and the risk of income
loss or medical expenses should an injury occur.
Critical Incident Debriefing $5,000 (Benefit payable per person any one event) Age Limit - 95 years
Any incident needs to be reported to the Insurance Brokers, Marsh Pty Ltd, by telephone or email – wherever
practical within 24 hours of the incident to ensure the correct conduct of the claim.
Contact Information:
Telephone:
Cameron Douglas 02 8864 7325
Email:
cameron.douglas@marsh.com
Leisure Travel Insurance
With more and more clubs adding overseas trips to their programmes the need to offer Leisure Travel Insurance has
been recognized. The Brokers have negotiated special rates with Accident & Health International Underwriting Pty
Ltd for a comprehensive, yet affordable cover for use by club members when participating in club organized
Domestic and Overseas trips.
(Also be aware that many Credit Card schemes include comprehensive travel insurance, as long as the airplane
ticket is purchased with the credit card).
Do you have Old but still “Loved” Gear in need of Repair?
If so, generations of SBW Member‟s have taken their gear to the unique Venus Repair Workshop located at Suite
36 at 104 Bathurst St (near Town Hall Station - Ph 92670706). They are well known for their very reasonable
rates, quality workmanship and strong accents.
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Winter Social Program
Kathy Gero
ALL MEETINGS ARE HELD AT THE KIRRIBILLI NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
AT 8pm UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
June 15
7.30pm

July 4
7pm

Maureen’s Meander to Melbourne
Club member, Maureen Carter will entertain us with tales about her and fellow members
jaunt on this epic multi stage meander to Melbourne. Perhaps you would like to join her on
her final stage in November, 2011

Committee Meeting
Observers welcome

July 13
8pm

New Members Night
Introduction to SBW for intending Prospective members

July 20
7.30pm

August 3
7pm
Aug 10
8pm

Xmas in July – SBW Style / Our own Mid-Winter Feast
To celebrate the middle of 2011, join fellow members for a night of pure socialising. Just
bring a plate of something „yummy‟ to share. The club provides all beverages and
necessary eating utensils

Committee Meeting
Observers welcome

New Members Night
Introduction to SBW for intending Prospective members

August 17
7.30pm

Richard Pattison

Club member who has summited the 7 Highest Peaks in the World
Richard is the 6th Aussie to accomplish this extraordinary feat. Come hear all about it. This
will lead into a short summary about the next Leadership Workshop - in spring.
COME AND SUPPORT OUR GUEST SPEAKERS!
Why not come along and meet for dinner at Kirribilli before one of the social evenings?
Our Social Secretary, Kathryn Gero has changed her email address.
Her new email address is: kathymg73@gmail.com
If you would like to organise a social event for club members contact Kathy and share your ideas with her!

Communication problems with the club???
Would you like to change your mailing address or have you lost your website
password??? Don’t know who to contact??? Please use the contacts below to
resolve any problems you may have!
Website - Members‟ area access problems, change password???
→ Contact Karl at communications@sbw.org.au
Website - contributions, suggestions, errors???
→ Contact Caro or Lily at webmaster@sbw.org.au
Address and email changes???
→Contact Ken at databasemanager@sbw.org.au
Mailing list - join, not receiving, problems???
→ Contact Karl at communications@sbw.org.au
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